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Publlthed nmy Saturday. Termt $1.50 per year,

A A. M.

Beffol&r(Vmimmloattanaof Uxrrx Lodoi, No.
191, F. * A. M., Holland, IlictaM will b« held at
Masonic Hall, on t^aTaoJn£
MasomcHjdLfOn
the evenlnRof
ofWadoaaday,
Wednesday,Jan.
Tuna 28.

with a dieeountof 50 oenU to thou
paying in advance.

CITY AND VICINITY.

N

e

m

ws

Day!

Wheat 65cent«.

Let us observe Arbor
| Rev. F. J. Zwemer of Orange City,
The stmr. A. B. Taylor will ply beJ. N. .Waite will be the next post* ^owa> baa declined the call fc? Milwtutween Muskegon and Sheboygan, this master of
^ee*

Y3

'

Arbor Day, April

28.

Hudsonville.

The season continues.to be very summer.

Remember the lecture on Tuesday The schr. Kate E. Howard was
The late Herman Tedders of Grand evening, by Hon. Frank A. Dean, at beached on the west shore during tbs
L. MULDER. Publisher.
* also on John's Eays^p^^i
D«o>^.
late storm.
Mf-Jl
In the southern part of the state Rapids, in his will, left Hope College the Opera House.
DAVID MEBTBGH,W. M.
winter wheat has been badly killed a bequest of $100.
Will Bbstkaw, 8oc*y.
C. L. Streng & Son are offering Ex Gov. Luce has been mentioned
BUM of adycrtUlafmad* known on applicaout.
The address on Memorial Day, in special bargains this week. We refer as the next president of the Agricultion.
K. O. T. M,
Rev. B. C. Oggel has resigned his this city, will be delivered by Hon. our readers to their new adv. No tural College.
“0WTC8^t.NS^nS^hPr,ntI^ OrMMDt T«t, No. 66, m««ts In I. 0. T. M
House.
HaUatyaopm., on. Monday nlflxt next. AU charge at St Thpmas Island, and ex- Geo. A. Farr, of Grand Haven.
trouble to show goods.
Wr KnlghU are cordiallyinWd to .
Rev. W. P. Law will hold Services
Oheapeit Life DuoraaM Order known.
pects to return to the United States
A. Cloetlngh of Muskegon has a
Next Friday evening a concert will In Grace Episcopol church Sunday
about May 1.
Biool, Commander.
Bible that was printed in Amsterdam be given at the Opera House, for the morning and evening, April 28.
J. D.
in 1643, and has been in the family benefit of the Y. M. C. A. rooms. It
C. Blom Jr., managed toUjck up
The pine woods teem with winterHomeopathic Physician and
ever slnoe.
as a souvenir of the launclfof
of the st
will be the best of the season.
THE MARKETS.
green berries. In some places the
Surgeon. Specialist on
mer “City of Holland,” the lower
One bear earning a living for two'
WhMtp bnabel.
It
woxJ. Schuurmanand L Mareilje, both ground Is literally red with them.
By*.
60 of the christening bottle.
strapping fellows on the streets of
of residing on Sixteenthstreet, the one
. . »
Messrs. Smit A Slag, proprietorsof
EYE, UK, NOSE AND THROAT.
Holland,
caused
many
children
to b* With!
The
new
store
of
J.
Wise,
the
dry
Jthln and the other outside the city the new Orescent planing mill, are
•
*2
..i.
42
Office Homs until 9:00 a. m.;
85 goods dealer, will be open on Tuesday, late at school one day this week.
limits, have exchanged properties,and
erecting a new addition to their plant,
from 11 until 2 p. m.; 6 until 10 p. a.
8 00
April 26. It is the stand formerly oc80
Bach person in the United States a like fate Is said to await their citi- on Eighth street.
4 00 cupied by Dr. H. Xremers as a drug
OIBeeSo. 15, Bigbttst. Holland, Mich.
sends an average of 44 lettera yearly senahlp shortly.
koltod.Mowt ......
1 80
Simon Bo* is actively’ engaged fa
18 ly
95 store. See notice in another columor
through the mall, and only 20 go The first train from Grand Bapids
100
billing thesurronndlhgj>outitry with
95
The usual services at Hope Church aatray out of every million letters to Ottawa Beach passed through Wathe new time ends of the -Holland * *
90
‘ ’ ’
next
Sunday. The pastor will continNewspapers
10 08
veriy on Wednesday about 60 persons Chicago
ue his sermons on -‘The Men of the
14
The labors of Rev. J. T. Bergen, in interested in that resort Inspected
Cani be obtained
obtain* at reduced rates of NNoyr..*, ......... ....... ........
Mrs. J. 0. Post has become the own23 Bible.” Next Sunday evening’s subthe local
k»1 agent in
in this citv. Leave
his
present field in Brooklyn, N. Y.. their premiseson the shore of Lake
14
.......
er of the beautifulNight Blooming
and8 ject being “Abram's fall and Lot’s appear to be greatly blessed. Easter Mlchigad.
jrders for any
Cereus, that has so long adorned the
choice.”
or Canada at
Sunday witnessed an addition to his
List of letters advertised for the conservatory of Mrs. J. J. Cappon.
The charter election in the village church of niueteen members. His week ending April 20th, ’03 at the
Bt. Rev. Richter, of Grand Bapids
of Zeeland, held on Tuesday, resulted contemplatedvisit to Holland has Holland P. O.: Miss Hattie Celedler,
Holland,Mich., M»y «. 1891. 16tf
B.
C. Bishop of Western Michigan,
favorable to the Republicans. Their been postponed until next year.
Miss Mamie Jackson, Mr. Josef Miller
has
left for Borne. The visit will he
entire ticket was elected with majoriConsidering the small outlay of (2), Mrs. Mike Hoover, Mr. James
an
official one, such as Is required of
ties ranging from two to twelve. On
money, there is nothing that adds Hartgerlog.
all bishops at least once in ten years.
assessor the vote was a tie.
G. J. Van Duren, P. M.
more to the attraction, the comfort
Attorneys.
The old Goodrich Line steamer
At the Waverly stone quarry active and the selling value of a city resiThe stmr. Bon Voyage is dally exrviBKEKA. O.J., Attorney U Law. Collections
operations were commenced last week. dence then a continuousrow of shade pected to run in here to fit out for the Depere, has been re-nagied and is now
±J promptlyattendedto. Offloe,oyer First
Present indications forebode another trees along the sidewalk. By a due season. She will engage this season the State of Michigan. Her power
State busy season. Every year adds to the observance of Arbor Day our newly in running excursions between points has been increasedso that she will
)B,F. H.. Attorney.Beal Estate and
; oaicu. Mch:ride’s Blook.
reputation of the material quarried at graded streets in a few years can be in the east shore of Lake Michigan make fourteen miles'an hour.
Waverly. The works opened up witli made Just as desirable, In every re- and Chicago. Next week she will tow
’po^T^C^Attorn^andConnsemti at^Law.
O.H. Tribune: Two young immigrants
a force of 25 men.
spect as the older ones.
the new steamer City of Holland in arrived here Unlay from the NetherBlock. *
here from Saugatuck.
lands. They looked the typical imMrs. Louis Veele, nee De K raker}
Gerhardus Vos, Ph. D., Professor at
Banks.
migrants through and through, one of
Saugatuck Commertial: The Holland
died at her home in this city, on Sun-1 the Theol. Seminary of the Holland
tpiBgrESTATE
STATE BANK. Commercial
Coe
and Bavthem smoking a long Dutch pipe.
--- I. Cappon,
----- i, IPraaldent. I. MarI1 logs
Dep’i
day evening, aged 25 years./She leaves, Christian Reformed church, at Grand City Martial Band Is probably as fine
•UJ«, OMhiar. 'CtpltelStock 830.000.
an
organization
of
its
kind
as
can
be
beside her husband, two small chil- Rapids, has accepteda second call to
The contract for grading and graveTJOLLAND0ITT STATE BANK. Commercial
dren, one an infant of only two weeks. the chair of BiblicalTheology at found In the country. They did much ling West Tenth street has been a____ littoD,Pree.,
The funeral took place on Wednesday, Princeton, N. J. His departure will toward entertaining those that came to warded to P. A. Kleis. The next
C. V«tttmre,Subter Capital
CapiteTsto!
atook $00,000.
from the Market street H. C. Ref. either be a great loss or a great relief see the boat launch here last Monday, street Job to be let will be West Elev^
Boots and Shoes.
Owing to the increase of church, the pastor Rev. E. Van der to that denomination, all depending and as they generously donated’thelr enth street,to be followed later on by
upon what course they have mapped sendees they may consider Saugatuck Sixth street.
my business I
compelled Vries officiating.
TTEBOLD, E., ft CO.. D*alen In Boot* and
out for their work.If as a church, In the citizens as under obligations to them
XX Shoe*, and rubber good*. WiU occupy new to remove to larger quarters.
It is reported that the remains of
Dredging operationsat the harbor
itoreeoQn.
matter of education, they continue that will not be forgotten.
the stmr. Ironsides, which sunk west
Hemce I wish to announce have been fairly successful, thus far. with Roman Catholics and Lutherans
Clothing.
The Junior class of the Young Wo- of Grand Haven harbor some twentyto the public that I am about The south cut In the channel is about and other denominations of foreign
man’s Christian Association of this three years ago, have arisen and
finished,and it will require two more
proclivityto proscribethe American
T)08IIAN BROTHERS. Mwcbant TaUon and to remove to the drug store
city will give a 10 cent social at Ber washed up on the beach. The recent
cuts to complete the work. Twelve
£> Dealara in Baady Made. Gent's Furnishformerly occupied by Dr. H.
ing Goods a Bpadalty,
storm is credited with having done
feet of Water will then be secured durKremers.
the work.
......
__
IT *'• The proceeds are to lie used In
ing the entire season. The tug Gen.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
bare possibilitiesattainableunder a
, I shall keep on hand a com- Gilmore has taken the place of the W.
furnishing their new rooms in the
The Muskegon Gun Club will have
DlBTSCg. D . Dealer In Dry Goods. Fancy plete line of Dry Goods and S. Hancock, who has been assigned to contracted and bigoted parochial bank block. An Interesting program
a
grand
shoot on Decoration Day, and
JD Goods and Furnishing Goods. EighthStreet.
school system, then there Is not much
has been prepared and refreshments all the clubs in this vicinity will be
duty elsewhere, for the time being.
Fancy Goods.
need for superior ability and eminent
will be served by the Junior girls. Ex- invited. This is all wrong. The day
TkOOT ft KRAMER, Daalara In Dry Good*. Noscholarship such as is represented In
I
shall
also
try
to
keep
up
On
next
Monday
evening,
April
24,
X> ttona,Uroocrleg,Flour, Foad, ate., Eighth
ercises to begin at 7:30. Everybody Is
was not Instituted .for that kind of
Streak
my reputation as the cheap the Junior Class of Hope College will the gentleman who is about to leave Invited. Let all attend that possibly sport
but was Intendedto be sacred to
them.
VAN PUT FEN, G. ft SONS, General Dealers In est store in Holland to trade, give a Junior exhibition in the college
can. This association of young ladles the memory of the defenders Of an
Y Dry Goods, Grocer!**,Crockary. Hate, and
chapel. The characterwhich will be
1 The council of Hope College will has a claim upon the good will of all, indiftsolluble union of the states.
Capa, Floor, Produce, etc. Klrer Street
in the future as well as in
representedIs “William of Orange.”
convene In regular session on Wednes- for the good they accomplish,directly
PITTON NEL8. Fashionable Dry Goods, 8taThe following program will be pre- day of next week. Among the promi- and Indirectly.From the day of Its For the new ward school In the flret
Xj^ pie and Fancy. New store In City Hotel Thanking the pilbllC for sented:
ward the board of education have denent matters that will demand their organizationuntil now It has been
their past patronage and hop- Music— Selection .......... Eupsollan Orchestr*. attention will be the election of a per- favored with a set of able and efficient cided upon a two story building,of
Prayer.
Drugs and Medicines.
four rooms. Plans and specifications
ing for the future to retain
officers, who have made their strong
Opening Remarks ...................
President. manfint presidentof the Institution,
are
being drawn up by;, architect
amending of the constitution, Individuality felt upon the organizanOESBURG, J O.. Dealer Id Drugs and Medi- my. share of your patronge, I Address-Williamof Orange ....... GorritTysse.
Price,
and the construction of the
±J clue*. P elute and Oil*. Toilat Articles, ImMusic-VocalSolo ...........A. C. V. R. Gilmore. with reference to the constituency of tion, its work and Its influence. Hence
remain
ported and Domeetic Cigars. Eighth Street.
school will be pushed so as to have it
Reading- Relief of Leyden ..........Peter Swart.'
Its own members. As now organized we repeat, let all attend that can, and
Truly Yours, J. WISE.
Address-Influence of Williamof Oranue upon
completed by Sept. 1 the opening of
WALSH, RUBER. Druggist and Pharmacist
the council of Hojk? College is a body encourage these young ladies In their
the World ................. Klaaa J. Dykems.
YY n fu’l stock of goods appertaining to the
the new school year.
noble
work.
P. S. My new store will be Cornet and Finte Duet- The Swiss Boy and his of twenty-two,all ministers of the gosbusiness. City Drug Store, Eighth Street.
open to the public on Tues- Love .............. P. Rwartand J. L. De Jong. pel, with the exception of three or At a meeting on Tuesday evening at The annual meeting; of the stockPresentation of Photos of Alumni A.Van Duren. JJOUr.
Hardware.
tour,. Thiaftartiallty in their njake- the office of the Ottawa County Build- holders of Lyceum Opera House will
day April 25th.
Hi toryof Class ......................Wm. Dehn.
been maintained iand defended ing and Loan Association, Mr. Notier be held next week, One of the probMusic— Vocal Solo ..... Miss H Harriet Hanson. V
VAN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and
In
the
past
upon the&fl^nptio/,bold- presiding with Mr. Stevenson as secre- lems to be tackled, aud in which the
PAINT'S .Oils, Vanish, Brushes, Class Prophecy .............Wm. J. Van Kersen.
ElghtT8,Set.BeP^rll,i
10
public feel deeply JintereBted, is the
Mnslo— Selection ......... Eupsallan Orchestra. ly expressed!that the Aity v^as not
tary, after a full conference with Mr.
Diamond Wall Finish, Gypslne,AlaImprovement and enlargement of the
sufflcientlytleveloped
bastlne,
etc.
We
have
the
lamest
All
are
cordially
invited
to
attend.
Pierce, agent of the Mich. Savings and
Job Printing.
stock of these goods, and offer them Exercises will begin promptly at and that even if the;
Loan Association of Detroit, and ad- hall, including the stage.. It Is -to he
T7’ ANTERS, JOHN D.. Commercial and all at bottom figures. Heber Walsh.
tend towards a soq. _______
7:45 p. m.
dresses
by Messrs. Post, VerSchure, hoped that the stockholders will see
l\. other Job Printing neatly executed. In En13 4-w
gUsh and Holland language*. Eighth Street.
institution.Save the mark! ^Gradu- Ballard and others, It was decided to their way clear to meet this long-felt
The school election for members of ally, however, a protect has l>4en and
need.
organize a local board of the Michigan
Your choice of twenty-fourdifferent the board of educationwill be held a
Manufactories, Shops, Etc.
is being/ heard against this arrogant
Savings and Loan Association for Holmakes of corsets, from 35cts. to $2.25
Shooters, don’t forget the Mongolian
week from next Tuesday, at Lyceum standpoint. Nous vifroni.
rUJEMAN, J., Wagon and Carriage Manufac- each,
D. Bertsch
land, which will be composed of some pheasant project. Call on Arthur
X1 tory and Blacksmithand Repair Shop.
Opera House, the polls to be open
Dealer In AgriculturalImplement*.River Bt.
of our leading citizens. The following Baumgartel and contributeyour share
from two o’clock to eight o'clock p. m.
Steamboat communicationbetween
are some of the subscribers: Geo. Bal- toward introducingthis bird here He
Educed Rates to Grand Rapids.
T1UNTLEV, A., PracticalMaohlniet, Mill and
Five trustees art', to bo elected— three Holland and Chicago was opened on
XX Engine Repairs a apodal ty. Shop on Bovlard, W. H. Beach, J. W. Busman, M. has been fairly successful in raising
For
the
Odd
Fellows’
celebration
at
•nth tract, near River.
for the term of three years, one for two Monday evening, when the steamer
Notler, Jas. Huntley,J. C. Post, Jas. funds, but is unable 'to call on each
Grand Rapids, on April 26th, the C. &
Meat Markets.
W. M. and D., L. & N. roads will sell years, and one for one year. The ob- MoVea left here on her first trip, with Price, C. A. Stevenson,C. VerSchure,
one, personally.- There Is no question
excursion tickets at one and one-third ject in view in making the change In a full cargo of freightand a large numB. L. Scott. The office of the Ottawa but these bird swill do well, as they have
rvBKRAKER&DE KOSTKR, Dealer*in all fare for the round-tripon April 25th the manner of electing our school offiber of passengers. The McVea will
XJ kinds o! Freeh and Salt Meat*. Market on
County and the Michigan Savings and been reared where the climate is mnuoh
and 26th, good to return April 27tl
Hirer Street.
cers was 1) to enable those women to continue to make regular trl-weekly
Loan Association will be held in the more severe. They #ID be bred In conGeo. DeHaven,
vote that are no^ entitled to; do so trips (see timecardIn another column)
Miscellaneous.
11 -2w
G. P. A.
Ranters building.
finement the first year and the young
under the general school laws of the until the 1st of May, when the regular,
TTEPPEL, T., Dealer In Wood and Coal, lath.
New Dress Goods, Jackets, Summer state; and 2) to divorce the selection line of the Holland & Chicago Trans- The annual commencement of the birds turned1 out in October, has exShawls, Parasols, etc., at
perience in other places has proved
Corner EigX’and Cedar Streete. P
of said officers from all under consid- portation Co. will be opened, and the Western Theol. Seminary will be held
Notier & Verschure.
this to be the better way.
eration, foreign to their fitness for the McVea be placed on a new route be- at Hope church, on Wednesday evenflBANDALL, 8. R.. Dealer In Fancy Notion*,
V;' ^apartmentand Baxaar Goods and Tinware.
position in question. It is intimated tween Saugatuck and points south and ing at 7:30 o’clock. The graduating
Eighth Street.
The inspectorsof election of the
Do you want to smoke a good union
that
a caucus will be called on the Chicago. If the harbor at Saugatuck class this year numbers three: 8. J.
made cigar? If so, call for the West
township
of Grand Rapids have been
evening prior to the election, for the does not permit her entering there, Menning, H. J. Pietenpol and P. SieMichigan Cigar Co.’s famous brand.
Painters.
arrested for willfully refusing to ac12-t Dominationof a so-calleddouble- connections will be made at the mouth gers. The order of exercises will be os
cept the votes of any and all inmates
TYB MAAT,
Home, Carriage, and Sign
headed ticket, which means the plac- of the river. The officers of the McVea follows:
PalnUmr, plain and ornamentalpaper bangof the Soldiers Home located in that
IrrocATiOK.
Scivenging.
ing of two names upon the ticket for are: John Campbell, captain; Matt H.
ing. Shop at nddenee, on Seventh Bt., near R.
McsiC.— Hope Church Choir—
township at the late election. The
B. Depot.
In order to enable all to avail them every officer to be elected, the voter in Everton, mate; Henry Bender, 1st ena "Awoke, awoke, put on thjr action ef the Inspectorein refusing
selves of my services I have fixed the each case to strike off one name. The
gineer; Owen McGinty, 2nd engineer;
strength, oZioni" - Btatrnr
Physicians.
to accept the ballot* has been conprice for cleaning vaults,of residences,
manner
of conducting the electionis Will McVea, clerk. Not later than Anthem. & "How beautiful upon the HounIn the city, at $1.26 a year. Business
demned
by aU good citizens,regardlew
tulns." • - L. 0. Emerion.
1^ BEMERS.^.^Phyalclau and Surgeon. Beal- places, hotels and boarding houses, 50 the same as that in vogue before the the 1st of May, as stated above, the
of
politicalaffiliation. The members
Addrom.—
Henry J. Pletenpolcents a barrel.
introduction of the Australian system. home line will be opened with the
Offlo* at dreg •tor^El^th8,treeTW °f
Back yards cleaned and rubbish As to the right of women voting, the stmr. Saugatuck, Capt. Cba’s Bum- “Catbollcltyof spirit compatible with at- of the hoard constituted Itself a*
tachment to ber itandard* a characteriscarted off at a reasonable charge.
supreme court, as it were, and proSaloons.
provision of law governing this, so far mer. During that month the service tic of the Reformed Cborch.M
J. Vknhuizen,
ceeded
to construethe law as it saw
as this city is concerned, reads as fol- will continue to be irl-weekly, the boat . Addbsss.— Peter Slegere—
; .1
City Scavenger.
---- ling Work* nazt door. Order*
“Een rergellJklBf von de Daltechenet de fit The law, however, says that when
t: ---lows: “And all other persons who are leaving Holland every Sunday, Tuespromptly deUrerad.
a vote is challengedif the voter will
The largest stock of Overcoats in twenty-one years of age, and are the day and Thuitday at 6:46 p. m., after ZwltserecheReformats."
the city,
Busman JJbo’s.
swear It in i£ must be accepted by the
.h.o
Mini,
ter."—
parents or le$pl guardiansof any chil- arrival of trains from Grand Bapids
Watches and Jewelry.
f
Bar. James P. Zwemer, Orange Cltj, lows. inspectors. If the voter swears falsely
dren Includedin the school census of and Allepao, and touch at Ganges
BUY
your goods at
Member of the Board of Superintendents. there are lawS|to punish him severTfeBEYMAN O., ft BON, Wi
Watchmakers and Jew
the district,and who have for three
____
Pier. The return tripe will be made
PnsssirrATiOHovtOmmnOATis.— Rev. Dr15 elare, and Doalan In ~
Henderson’s Clothing Store.
ely. The hoard,' however which J8
promptly
months as aforesaid, been resldenteof on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, Steffens.
You will be satisfied that
composed of Democrat*,
Music.— Hope Church Choir.value received, and thatitUtSeplace said districtor. upon any territory be- leaving Chicago at 8.-00 o’clock p. m.,
law at it saw fit
Anthem.—
*T
will
toed
my
flock."
v
BUY your goods at
to save money.
longing thereto at the time of holding touching also at Ganges Pier. The
Caleb Etesw. »T«n the rigbt to . _
Henderson’sClothing Store.
any school meeting,shall be entitled
" helnaognrated on or Beskdictio*.
Do you want to smoke a good onion
You will be satisfied that you get
to vote on nil questions arising In said
The board of superintendent*Of this
ipori the completion
made cigar? If so, call for the West
value receiyed, and that it is the place
district.whicb do not directly involve of the new steamer City of Holland, of institution win also be In session on
Michigan
Cigar Co.’s famous brand.
safe money.
-> <T
12- tf the nUsingo. money by tax.”
which doe notice will he given.. that day.
backward.

;
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well thla aeaaen to yoor own
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year Hay Loadera
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To Me Mayor of

Farmers!

the City of Holland In Mid *lAIUUlJf
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and for the appointmentof himaell axaootor In with which you oan
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ue the boelneea IntheeeUrea at aid will named',
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Getyour trees at the Holland Nur-

Geo. H. Souter.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

1

23,

1893.

Have you selected your overcoat for
the season? If not, call at
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Piano.

Syrups at 20 and 26 cents, and upNotier & Yerschure.
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7. Rubber Headed Bracket Bolts.
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Special attention is called to
Gasoline Stoves.

and

"New Aurora."
This last Is the latest and most improved Gasoline Stove in
the market.

Also a

full line of Oil Stof es.

PAINTS
The celebrated Paints of Heath A Milhgan are kept on hand, in all
shades and colors.

Pare Wines aid Liquors for Medicinal
Pirpses.

ly

Holland,Mich., Nov.

19,

1892.

A new

substance for floor painting.
Dries bone-hard In one night, is
free from tack, and

J. B.

VAN OORT.

Holland, Mich., March

94, 1899.
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A FULL LINE OF CHOICE CIGARS.
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"Aurora"
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Periodicals,School
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a Specialty.
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coate ever brought in the city.
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Staple Drugs and
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Lath, Shingles, Building
Hardware, Brick Sash,
and Doors, Paints etc.
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of Allnp additionto the _ Tillage a Muffler Lever.
on human and horses and all of Zeeland,according to the reoertodplat 3
— sa.a
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a
_ Grvnglr ml/WYA 1 U*
Th‘^ Mai Muffleanimals cured in 30 minutes by Wool- a
Sapervlaor Diatriet,
Diatriot, ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Thla
This never the Eeel line of aaidlot fortr-fl?* (45)ae*t.tbenoe 4. Patent Spiral Springs.
weat parallelto tlieNonhUn* of aald lofi to the
Vo™ i3HHinir npat
Weat line of aaidlot, thenoe North along the 5. JNew Sllaing UCSK.

John Dykema,
Joatfc* of tha Paaoo,
Peace. laaao
laaao Felrbanka
F
ward.
Aktorman.lat
' Jaoob Lokkar.
Alderman, tad warn, Loato Seboon.
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Guardian’s Sale.

Notier & Yerschure.

•

Eaparvlaor of Urn Pint

tads

Guardian of aald minora

Do you want to smoke a good union pursuant to
on the fifteenth day of
made Cigar? If SO, call for the W<
Probeta Court of>f Otta
-------Michigan Cigar Co.’s famous brand,
Ui the
of
MAv right,
iRUii, title,
njeaw, AMnvaww
intereet w*
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city. Lumber
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kinds and grades.
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by I Spring Jackets, different styles and
oominnncATioHa
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prices, are sold below Grand Rapids
The clerk reportedAm followingoatha of office prices, at
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the place Batvrday.theTkirtsmthdatofMavl. D.1B93
at the front door
at tan o’clock, In
to the
the forenoon,
____
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SlJjnlto11 411111111810 ,be ”tlrlD8 Ma,<* 1,1 *
Mayor-alec*Goona P. Hammer then aaaaed
Me oath of officeto m filedwitb the dty dark;
alao the followingnamed aldermen: Jioob Lok*
kar, Lools Bchooo. Gccrt Dolman and Bopolpfa
H. Habermann. Whereupon fha foilowin*oom-
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Best assorted lumber-yard in

M's

pusssi

satisfied that you get
value received, and that It is the place
to save money.
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HAULED DOWN THE FLAG.

p

KANSAS NEEDS RAIN.

The Stan and Stripes No Loafer Float
Over the HawaiianIsland!.
IF NONE FALLS CROPS WILL
The stan and stripe* which for two
BE POOR.
months have floated from the government
building at Honolulu, have been hauled
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
down. The remainingforces from the Alexanderof Bervta Begins His Belga‘United States cruiser Boston have been
Two Dubuque Policemen Killed by
sent abroad. Nothing Indicative of
Trumps— Two Boy Murderers HangedAmerican authority remains In HonoAfraid Hickey Will Curve Him.
Inin save Minister Stevens and Commissioner James H. Blount of Georgia.
Suffering from Drought.
(A8TROU8 EARTHQUAKE IN The latter slta In bis easy chair
While reports about crops throughout
at his cottage cogitatingno one knows
THE ISLES OF GREECE.

fo[I#i|d ^itS

ms.

IS DESTROYED,

POOL-KILLER AT WORK;

|

THE WEEK AT LANSING

Several Liras Loot and Much Property Doatroycd in the \fmU
LEGISLATURE
The Upper Missouri Valley Tuesday EFFECTIVE OPERATIONS AT
DOING.
night waa visited by tho most severe atom
CHARIVARI.
Of recent year* Akron. low* Is almost
swept away. Farm property surrounding A Texan Who Is n Terror to Graneave- An Impartial Record of the Work Aeeoss.
wag ' badly damaged or wiped ont
Stmnfo Death of a Kentucky G tri-Fort pllshed by Those Who Mhke Our Laws
Wayne Hardware Firm in Serious Trouble. -How the Tim# Has Bern Occupied
The . lots In . this vicinity wlU aggregate 1160,000;- Page, Neb, also
During the Fast Week*

A WHAT THE

KANSAS

Bloux City

suffered

severely.—
was
Just on tbs edge of the storm, and received
such a pelting from hall as she never before experienced. It Is feared some lives
were lost at Akron, while at Page It Is known
three were killed.— At Westfield, Neb., one
was killed. -Willi* Everest and Powhattan.
in Sootbern Kansas, were laid In ruin* and
at Robinson a 14-year-oldboy was killed.
Parker,a small Missouri * town, was completely wrecked, and several fatalities are
reported. Pago City la said to be swept
gsray. The river front at Bt Ix>uls felt the
full force of the storm. The steamer Pike
waa blown away and it Is feared sunk with
five fnen. The city was floodsd.* Several
other vessels were torn from their moorings and have not reported. If they are

i

FATAL ENDING OF A CHABIYABL
The Law-Makers.

Three Deaths Follow the Ill-TimedEfforts
The question which agitated the memof Ness City, Kao., Vs*
bers of the lower bouse of the Michigan
The frontier Idea of celebratinga wed- Legislature, Tuesday, was whether or not
what April 1 in the presenceof a crowd Central. Southern and Western Kansas are
ding by the beatingof tin pans and firing the Btata should foot the bills for the legislative trip to Chicago,April 2a An Invinumbering probably 2,000 persons L. T. conflicting, there seems no doubt that reof guns was the cause of three deaths
6reftt Lom of Life In m PopuUtlon J®»t
tation to be present at the dedication ol
Draper, marine officer of the Boston, blew ported conditionshave been much exagSaturday
night
At
a
charivari
near
Ness
’ Bolorertog from the Horrors of » Pro*
the Michigan building at the World’s Fair
the notes of the retreat from his bugle and gerated.In the tier of counties adjoining
—
City a youn* farmer by tbe name of Ander- on that data had already been sccepted by
|vloos Shook— The SorrlTors Flee to the
Old Glory" sank from the sight of the the Colorado Hoe wheat haa been considerson got mairled and brought bis bride to tho Legislature. Tbe questionwas whethsi
Plains— Are ObJeeU of Sjmpethj. j throng and was replaced by the colors ably damaged by drought, but even there
the little cottagehe had provided for her. a committee should be sent at onoe to Chiit
Is
patchy,
some
field*
that
were
well
of tke Hawaiian monarchy,which still
A member of hoodlums in the community cago to secure hotel accommodationsfor
Deethi by the
i
plowed
and
tended
being
good,
while
the members end their wive* end whether
remains the flag of this land.
thought it would be proper to give them a
f Athens ad rices say the Island of Zante,
the expeneee of the trip should bo paid by
It created at first among the American adjoining fields are poor. Central
reception.
About
fifty fathered about
•ne of the principal ones of the Ionian
themselvesor by the Btat* Attar * warm
parly a feeling of consternation. Queen and Southern Kansas wheat fields
the
place
at
midnight
and
oammenced
fronp, was rlilted by a most deetructlre
debate,la which the economlatawove badly
Lily Immediately ailed her followersto- are all that could be desired,and are
making hldeont noise* One cowboy had Worsted,a concurrentresolution passed the
earthquake Monday morning, resulting In
gether, expecting, It is said, to be at more advanced than usual at this time of
borrowed
double-barreled
shelf
u*
Houeo providing for the payment of thi
crest loss
In*! of life
life and property,
nrooerty. The shock
great
once restored to her throne. But such year, ih Southern Kansas harvest will
which wae loaded with buckshot He was expeneee by the Btata/
appears to hare been most violent In the was not Mr. Blount's purpose. Hs de- commence fully two wesks ahead of last
loet the damage to shipping and laid drunk, and, Instead of shooting Into the V Wednesday the House committee of the
city of Zante, the greater part of which
whole agreed to n bill appropriatingWMOO
signed simply to piece the provisional year. Oats give promise In all sections property will reach 1200,00*
nlr, hurled both loads In tbe cottage. AnWas destroyed. Thus far the bodies ol
tor * new Insane asylum at some point In
governmentIn a position where it could and ooru planting is progressing well.
derson and his wlf* who were In bed, the Upper PenlnsaU. Bills making an
twenty persons killed by falling walls hare act unhampered,and assured President Chlneh bugs have put in an appearance In
EARTHQUAKE
AT
CINCINNATL
baraly escaped being killed. This so In- appropriation tot Jmprgvsmontoat the
been removed from the debris, and It Is Dole that while the United States would acme quarters, Bala will of course bo
censed Anderson that he grabbed h Is shot- Northern Michigan and Kalamawo Insane
(eared that many more dead are still not establishand maintain a protectorate badly needed eoon, but a? yet the crop*
Seismic Disturbances Accompany a Gale gun, opened the door aod fired both bar- Asylum* the Mite Public fchool. end the
(a the ruins. The number of per- over the islands upon the lines favored by have not suffered to any alarming extent
Blowing Seventy-eight Milos an Hoar.
School for the Blind were also agreed to.
rale Into the crowd, killingt^o of his
s&hs Injured runs up In the hundreds. Minister Steven* neither would any forA terrific gale swept over Cincinnati be- neighbor*and serloualy wounding the third. The Senate in committee of the whole
Everything Is In confusionand the work of eign Interferencewith governmentalaf8B1ZED THE THRONE.
•greed to.a bill coveringn board of control
tween 8 and 4 o'clock Wednesdaymorning.
searching for bodies and for the
for tbe School for the Blind. No measDIED OF FEAR.
fairs be tolerated.
Tbe
signal
station
reported
ths
velocity
of
Coup
Alexander Executesa Bloodless
ures of public Importance were passed by
cannot be pursued systematically. The
the
wind
at
seventy-eight
miles
an
bouL
d’Etat In Berrla.
greater portion of the Inhabitants hare
faille Holmes Narrowly Escapes * Train, either branch. ,
WANTS A LIMITED LIST.
From
a dozen different sources came reThe House Thursday knocked out tbe
King Alexander has arrested the regents
bat the BpeetacleKills Mary.
fled to the plains back of the city, where
omnibus normal school bill which contemports of an earthquake having been perthey wander about In a distracted manner Noah L. Farnhmm Post, of New York, May and the ministersof Bervla. He has deMary Holme* an 11-year-oldgirl, died, plated the appropriationfor establishing
ceptibly felt during tbe night In the
clared that he has attained his majority
bewailing the loss of their homes and
Legve the Grand Army.
frightened to death. Tho girl lived with three new normal school* In the State by
big Bpencer House building at Broadway
property.The city presents a scene of
her parents on Walnut Hill, a suburb. of striking out elUfter the enacting clause
According to a New York dispatch,Noah and has assumed the governmentof hts
and
tbe landing,especiallyon tbe upper
L Farnham Post, No, 458, held a meeting country. For many months the situation floors, tho shock caused great alarm. OldblnnatLBhe was on her way home with In committeeof the whole The proposidesolation, and It Is doubtful H It ever re*
tion for establishingan Insane asylum at
Covers from the series of misfortunes Wednesdaynight and decidedthat It would In Bervla has been critical, owing to the
Mary persons were awakened from sound her elder alater.Bailie,when they came to some point In the Upper Peninsula will
that have befallen it within the past three stick to Its resolutionIn oppositionto ths abuse of their power by the regents and
a railroad trestle and Bailie started to walk
sleep to bear a distant rumbling noise like
be accepted Bill aproprlatlng
months. The shock occurred at 7:30 In the indiscriminate granting of pension* even state offlclalaAffairs had become so bad that made by a heavy train of railroad acrosa while Mery walked through the probably
180,000 for each of the yeare 1803
that
the
wing
determined
to
take
reins
la
morning. Advices from the Interior show If it was formallycast out of the rank* of
ravine. When Bailie had reached the mid
aid 1804 for current expensesof the
cars In motion. In the HenriettaBuilding
that the whole Island has'beendevastated. the Grand Army. Farnham Post adopted his own hands. In accordancewith this deWest Fourth street the Inmates were die a train came along. Bhe tried to run Michigan Mining School at Houghton!
MauAlllageshave been destroyed,and It resolntloas In March that the time termination plans were secretlylaid by grestly alarmed by the rattlingof the to reach the end but coaid not Ai the and S8MOO for a new tBlleeerlng
bad come
stop . tho granting means of which the regents and chanddllersand flickering gaa Two dis- train approached her Mary cried from the building passed the EHone* The bishop
is thought that the loss of life hks beer
of pensions to distant relatives of ministry would be ousted without tinct shocks were felt about fifteenminutes ravine for Bailie to Jump. The Uttar did and railroad pees bills were agreed to In
very great.
House commutes of the whole. The
Union soldiers and to men who had opportunityfor opposition A great
•a The leap wae twenty-flvefeet, but the tbe
Senate confirmed tho eppolntraentoof
ALL EYES 0?f BELGIUM.
never been under fire and whose dlsabll- banquet was given at the palace
leaded safely without a scratch. An In- George H. Morse, of Carson OUf^oe labor
Pardrldgs Badly Bqueesed.
stant after the girl leaped the train thun- commissioner: l A. HubbslL of Houghton,
Treaty Stipulations that May Maks Armed Itiet, If any, were Incurred elsewhere than to celebrate King Alexander’s successin
on the field of battle This provoked a passing tbe examinationprescribed for
May wheat opened higher on the Chicago dered by. When Bailie gathered herself and Thomas B. Du niton, of Hancock.
InterventionNecessary.
Servian students. Unsuspectinglytke Board of Trade Wednesday morning, bul np she looked around and saw Mary lylag members of the board of control of tho
Military men are anxiously watching •term of criticism.Bukin Post. Na 10, of
regentsand ml listers attended the ban- the high figures made at the start did not unconsciousIn the ravin* Bhe called for Michigan Mining fchool: CoL A T. Bliss,
aventa in Belglnm. It Is feared that It Brooklyn, filed charges with thi Comquet, and while they were enjoying themhold. The poaltloa of assistance and the child woe carried hom* of Saginaw, ne receiver of phMlo money*
matters grow worse and culminate In g mander of the Departmentof New York.
Pardrldgs on tbe Bhe never gained consciousnss* The doc- from the government In aid of the Soldiers
selves at the palace detachments of
revolutionaryoutbreak Germany will ln« After eoiae correspondence the post was
Home, and Oea R. A. Alger, of Detroit,
market was the elldeclared
to
he In contempt by the by-laws soldiers and bodies of police took
tor pronouncedit n case of death from and Dan cun, ol Calumet, ae members of the
terrene.In virtue of the treaty of 1831, re*
Importanttheme disof the order. It was finally determined at possessionof the minister'shouses
boar* of control of railroad*
'cenAy renewed, and send an army of occucussed and tberff
the meetingWednesday night that PostOom- and occupied the government buildWhen tho bill Incorporating Orange
was much speculapation Into Belgium by way of Vervlers, ae
LOHSEfl BY FIRE.
ing*
At
midnight,
while
the
feslodges In Michigan cflme op on third nadthe Belgian army would not mepily be ' minder Flin should inform the Assistant
tion as to whether he
the Belgian army woum
_ _____
w
nf
tivitieswere still in progress,Klnf Alexwould surrender or L. M. Ramsey A Co!Tir*etory at ft. Loots Ing In the Benuto Friday,an amendment
powerlessIn the event of a popular rising Adjutant General that It U the opinion of
wee offered providingthet the organisation
carry on tbe apparthe
post
If It Is the desire of tbb Grand ander proclaimed that be had attainedhis
bu\ prcbably would side with the insurDamaged by a Blase.
should In Its ritual disclaim all loyaltyto
ently hopeless fight
Army
of
the
Republic
to
pay
pensions
to majority and that he had assumed, with
gents.'In this event It Is asserted In cerThe pomp and brass goods department of ths BritishGovernment and not permit
But
hs
gave
no
sign
the
skuptshlna.
the
government
of
the
people who have not Incurred disabilities
tain quarters here that France would hare
of capitulation, but I* M. Bummy A Go's factory, comer of anything to bo taogbt by the order tending
country. As a matter of fact he had not
no choice but to follow salt from her side In the service of the country and to those
C on the contrary waa Beoond street and Franklinavenue, Bt to Incite Its members against any cltUsn
who do not need them, then the post no attainedhis majority,being about a year
busy margining bis Louie, wee destroyed by fir* The loss Is of this State oa acoount of his or htr religof the frontier, end that a collision beions bsllofn This amsndmsnt precipitated
longer desires to remain In the Grand short of It When the deposed regents and
trades, aod It Is now
tweeo the French and German forces could
estimated at •50,000, with partial insura fierce discussion end wee finallydefeated,
Array of the Republic. George Washing- ministers heard the proclamation they
kd. pardhidg* reported that his
then scarcely be averted. The treaty of
ance, The origin of the fire is unknown. end the bill likewise failed of passage.
ton Dost has adopted resolutions similar to were dumbfounded.
line Is protected up to II. There Is ao em1881 empowers either Germany, Austrl*
The ax works at Lewiston Pa, were de- The vote was reconsidered end anphatic denial of the report that be has
those adopted by Farnham Post The
England, or Buraia to occupy Belgium, bul
made any private or other statement* His stroyedby lire. The loss Is $75,00«; insur- other attempt will be made to ness It
State encampment of Ponnnylvanla has
YOUNG
MURDERERS
HANGED.
only the two first powers are likely to Inlarge sales of securities during the last ance unknow* At Diamond Lake, the The Committee on Texation reported favortaken like action.
Executionsof William Bond at Rockville few days have replenishedhlstreasuryand West MichiganLumber Company’* yard* ably on a bill providing for tbo return to
he now seems to have plenty of money and were burned. Seven million feet of lum- Btate system of taxationand tbe treatment
and John Hill at Camden.
• DEATH CAME SOARING.
CASHIER 8CHABDT DYING.
of real rotate mortgagee M pertonalpropIs margining freely. He is not In good huber, 600,000bundles each of shingles and
William Bond, colored, 23 years of ax*
erty for the purposesof aeseeement. The
mor apd refuses to talk about his posltli
Cyclones
Cause
Terrible
Loss
of
Life
and
lath
and
ten
freight
care
were
burned.
Discoveryof HU Shortage Liable to Result
was hanged at Rockville, M<L, for the raur
InsuranceCommittee recommended the
on tho market It Is now thought that bis
Devastation
of
Property.
The lose will roach 1100,000.Tbe fire was
in HU Death.
der. on Nov. 23. 18#1, of Margaret Cephas, open Interest Is about 6,000.000bu for May.
Again on Wednesday night cyclonic also colored. Bond was convicted on cir- Tho first bid for that month Wednesday caused by reperk from an engine.
• At Nashvlll*Tenn.,
warrant was
the Stata. Tbe Honee hill making an ap•worn out for tke arrest of Mr. John storms swept over wide area* InflictingIn- cumstantialevidence,which went to show morning was 00c, but only a few wore
MORTGAGE.
propriation for the mining school was
Bchardt, the defaultingcashier of the Me- calculable damage to property and de- that he was drunk and bad attempted to taken at that figure, and la lew than fit-,
amended by reducingthe appropriationfor
teen minutes it sold at 84c and then went
chanics’ SavingsBank and Trust Company, plorable ks* of Ufa A singular thing Is assault the woman. A desperate struggle
current expenses S&ooo end increasing for
back to 87c. The first bid of 00c was by *.
which made an assignment It was not that there were three well-developed left such marks upon him that tbs crime clique bouse and was doubtless done to fix
new buildingsS10.000.Tho House killed
of tho ths bill substituting a tax of 2 per cent on
served because Mr. Bchardt Is a very alck storm centers simultaneously. In Wash- was easily traced. This was the first legal a high point for margin calling.
tenaw
County,
Michigan,
the
dishanging In Rockvillefor forty years. At
>mbe A Oa, Fort the net premiums of life Insurano for the
man and not expectedto live. He has been
sufferingwith mental prosW-Alon for a turbance was local, and after al- Camden, N. J., John Bill a colored tad of
Now Corea Mast Answer.
ited n mortgagefor' present rate of 3 per cent on grose preIce of the Arm's extensive,
week before bis defalcation was discovered moat wiping out tbe thriving little *19 year* was hanged for the shooting, on
SecretaryGresham baa been confronted
and the disclosure threatens to end his city of Y pell anti, subiided. b'everalpeople Oct. 10, of Joseph Dodson, also colored. with another international problem. Word
taken since last July.!
Last of Aaron Bnrr> Relatives.
Ufa. There was a sensational rumor on were hurt, but none fatally. At Oondray, Dodson was but 21 years of age Hill was has been received at the Departmentof The senior member of the firm, J. Marshall
The last even distant relative of
Mo., only three houses were left standing, employed In a saloon In thp negro settlethe streeU that he had shot himself, whlck
State of ths maltreatmentuf American Coomb* died Sunday, and It la surmised Aaron Burr It dead. He was a hatter.
nine people wore killed, and fifty Injured, ment of Camden, and on the night before
prove* to be untrue
citizens In Corea by the native* Secretary that the filing of tbe above mortag^ He patented a hat machine yean ago.
some fatally. Other towns In the State the shooting had some angry words with Gresham has again proclaimed the foreign will precipitatea failure. The firm ha^
Up to that time hat bodies had been
suffered greatly, nod in Isolated Instances Dodson about politics. After Dodson left
Carter Again at the Helm.
policy of the department ’ under him by ranked as one of the soundest financially) made by hand. Burr's machine -so
lives
were
lost
Nebraska
and
Illinois
also
, Carter Henry Harrison took dinner Monthe place HM laid In wait for his victim.
requestingthat a warship be sent to ths In Indiana.It Is known that other cred- revolutionised the business that 8,000,day evening with the Mayor of Chicago. came In for a sham . The damage to farm
scone of the disturbance to 109k Into the itors are ready to present claim*
000 hats were mads upon hie machine in
AWtUL TRAGEDY AT DUBUQUE.
All his meals for the nexfcetwo years will property Is something stupendous
matter and prevent any further outrages
one twelvemonth. For many years he
Fate
Has
Killed
Five
Mexicans.
be eaten In tub company of tho aam« die.
virtually had a monopoly of ths hat
Police Officers Frith and TslcottShot and upon American cltlzena In accordance
GOT AWAY WITH fflOt.OOO.
tlnguUhed official—though hereafter he
Peter Bpence, of Sentinel,A. T., killed trade, and when hie patent expired he
with the request of the Secretary. Secretary
Killed by Desperate Tramps.
may dine alone Tho ceremony which Ex-Cashier Flood Arrested for EmbeEcllng
another Mexican Thursday, making In all had amasaed a great fortune. He wae In
Two policemen,named Frith and Henry Herbert cabled Admiral Harmony at Yokotransferred the ex from hU name
hama
to dispatch one of the vessels under five In the last ten day* About a week many respseta a singular man, but a
Funds of a San FranciscoBank.
Tnlcott, officersIn the employ of the Mil-,
to that of Hempstead Washburne took
James Flood, who was forced to resign waukee Balfroad Company, at Dubuque his command to Corea and stand ready tto ago Bpence,who Is a Texan, with no loro, pushing, energetic eltUen. His father
place Monday evening In the Council last week os cashier of the Donohue A
protect American people and assert Amer- for Mexicans on general principles, found was Aaron Burr’s first cousin, and hla
Iowa, weie shot dead Friday morning at
Chamber. Eight hundred men and half as Kelly Bank, at Ban Francisco,because of
It necessary to kill one while keeping
grandmothera sister of Jonathan Ed3 o’clock by tramps. The officers went ican right* If the occasiondemands that a
saloon at Gila Bend. After that the Me*l-'. wards. He sprang from that largo Burr
many women paid a dear price for the Irregularitiesla his accounts, was arrested into a coach to arrest the tramp*' who had stand bo taken.
cans formed a combination to kill Bpence,' family that once lived near Coopersprivilege of seeing It Their clothes were
Monday night on a warrant charging him taken lodging there for tbe night Tbe
Object to Martin.
torn and their bodfes bruised and battered with embezzling 1104,000 of the hank’s
In the Senate Thursday a memorial bat so far be has keptoa top, All tbe kill- town, N. Y. Now that he la dead It
interiorof the coach showed there had
ing* It Is claimed,have been In self-de-J will be exceedingly bard to find another
In the straggle at the door* Once within fund* When Flood first retired his friends
been a desperate struggle between the of- signed by seventy-se'venmembers of tho
they looked down upon a marshaled army sail he could make good his shortage,
man bearing the name of Burr who la
Kansas
Legislature
against
tbe
right
ol
ficers and tramp* Glass was broken and
of floral designs between which,;, the which was caused by overdraftsby one of strewed all over the floor. The engineerof John Marlin to hold his seat aa Senator
even remotely oonneoted with the illSwallowedLaudanum and Died.
smiling (aces
City Conacllmen bis assistants.Flood transferredhis real tbe switch engine stopped his engine and from that State, and assertingthat Mr.
fated but brilliant man who was once
A man registeringas William Pleyn#,! such a power In ourpolltlcaland social
•bone with
reflected luster. Bed estate to the bank, but since then It has
Ady
was
legally
and
fairly
elected,
was
stepped from the engine Just In time to
Bt Loul* at the Commercial House, Leajr-]
roses set the keynote of color In the been found that his shortageIs heavy. He
life.— Philadelphia Timee.
catch Officer Frith as he a as falling. Tal- presented by Mr. Sherman, and was reroom. They spelled .“Our Carter* on spent the whole amount In a single year. cott was found dying on the platform.Offi- ferred to tho Committeeon Privilegesand enwortb. Ka*. committedsuicide by takWhere ••Vanity Fair" Wae Written.
ing Inndnuum. He proves to have been •
flowery wheels standing on either side the He had been twekty-seven years with the
cers have been lookingfor the tramp* but Election*.
dischargedsoldier, and about a year agoi
In
1847 Thackeray went to live In
Mayor’s desk. They rigged the white spars bank and hi* employers had ao much conhave not succeeded in finding them. Great
Died in a Sewer.
attempted to drag a dissolute woman to ths Young street, and once pointing out the
of halt a dozen ships of state, and they fidence in him that they never had experts
excitement prevails over the cowardly act
Charles Jefferson was burled under six- river to drown her. Anton Stoldy, aged bow-windowed oottage to an inquiring
looked down over.wl In the shape of high- examine his hooka
teen feet of earth while at work In a sewei 81 year* hung himself in his cell at tbh friend,la eald to have remarked: ’’Go
perched floral roosters crowing for AlderAFRAID OF HICKEY.
trench at Leavenworth. Kan. It took two Allegheny County, Pa., work- house. Ha down on yonr knees, you rogue, for here .
Short Batch of Nominations.
; manic victories. The Induction of the new
I
’Vanity Fair’ waa penned, and I will go
Burkhardt,
Informer In the Clayton Case, hours to dig him out, and he was found U was demented.
mayor aod couhdlmen Into office wja aoThe President sent the following nominadown with you, for I have a high
Anxlons to Get Away.
be
ooinpeniedby most Imposing eeremony.
tions to the Benate Thursday: Alexander
Gold Again to tho Front.
opinion of that little productionmyW. H. Burkhardt, the Informing witness
Good Riddance.
W. Terrell, of ’.exas. to be Envoy ExtraorR. a Dun A Ca’s weekly review of trade
Interior of Terra Mine on Fire.
self. " Here he alao wrote “Esmond, ”
dinary and MlnUter Plenipotentiary
of the In the Clayton murder case, was delivered
William Hogan, pugilist,vas shot fatally says:
The underground worklnge of the Deadand one of the homes close by In
United States to Tnrkey; John J. Hawkins, to the penitentiary authoritiesat Little at Dead wood by J. G Cook, proprietor of a
Uhe ruling fact in the buslnesi situation KensingtonSquare has been ohoeen as
wood, 8. D, Terra mine, one of the great of ArUona Territory, to be Associate Jus- Bock, Ark., for safe keeping. Ho says he
lathe outgo Of gold, 13,500,000 Tuesday,
| Homestead group. U on fir* burning fierce - tice of the Bupreme Court of the Territory bos done his part, and If Hickey Is not
the home of lady Castle wood and
•1,000,000 and possibly mors Friday, with
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
r ly The fire started In the 200-foot leveL' of Arizona: Jamo* F. Bead, of Arkansas, to convictedIt Is the fault of the State. He
tbe prospectof a large amount next week. Be%]trlce. In 1862 Thackeray removed
and It Is feared U eating Its way to the be Attorney of the United Slates for the declares that before he left Montana Offl
Treasury gold is again reduced below W,- from Onslow Square, where “The Newworkings of the other mines, which are all Western District of Arkansas:George J. cer Werner gave him to understand that
CHICAGO.
000,000 In excess of the bullion fund, and comes" and "The Virginians"had been
there Is more talk.of bond Issue* with the composed,to the house he had built
connected. It is Impossible to flood the Cramp, of Arkansas, to be Marshal of the witnesses would be produced jkt the pre- Cattle— Common to Prime....!
Hogs— Shipping Grsdes .........3.W
old doubt whether these would meet the himself In Palace Green, still remainmine, as tbe fire is on the 200- foot level and
United States foF %hv^ Wegl*/" District of liminary examination who would corrobor- Bhbkp— Fair to Choice ..........4.00
reel difficulty,which Is tho enormous ex- ing In - the old court suburb with Its
there are four levels below, making a Arkansas; John H M. Wlgman, VSetowCr*
WHBAT-No.
a
Spring
.............
77
-Ji his testimony. He Is now very anxcess of Importsover excess of good*
40
depth of 400 feet The labyrinths of work- sin, to bo Attorney of the United States for lous'to be rtbemi*4, that he taay leave the COBN-NO. . .......................
leafy trees and gardens, to which he
Oats-No.
. .......................
*7ings U In all dlrectlona
was so much attached. Here It wae the
country,and asks that Hickey be kept In IlTK — No. a ........................
Dr.
Graves
Will
Kurely
Go
Free.
the Western DUtrlct of Wisconsin.
4#
completion of “Denla Duval" was cut
Jail after bis departure. Hickey said that BorrBB— Choice Creamery ...... 27
Dr. Thatcher Graves, who was convicted
Indiana Tax Cues.
Boos-Fresh ......... ........... *6
short by hla lamentable death In the
Crushed by a Gun.
if aver he became a free man and meets
at Denver of tho murder of Mrs Barnaby,
Chief Justice Fuller has announced the
following year.— Chambers’ Journal.
Sergeant James W. Warwick was inBurkhardt he will cut him to piece*
POT‘TO“-!,trNBuNATOLii•™
of Providence. R. L, will go fre* The
stantly killed by an accldeA-ktthe World’s decUlon of the Bupreme Court upon the
County Commissioners refused to approA Queer Bill of Fare.
Falx grounds Monday morning, and Private petition of counsel In the Indiana railroad
Younger Men for Pension Examiners.
priate funds to defray tbe expensesof witBhbbp— Comment© Prime ...... 8.00
This is the queer bill of fare of Isnao
tax
cases
to
advance
them
on
the
docket.
M. J. Kearlns lies at the Fair hospital
DeSaes who are now In the East District Golden, an English M. P. who la 86
Regarding the appointmentof pension Whbat-No. a Red. ..... ........
The petition was grantedand the cases set
suffering /from Injuries that may prove
•AttorneySteele says It will be almoet 1m-* years old: For breakfast and supper be
examining board* of which there are 1,000 COBB-No.a White ...............
fatal Moth men belonged to the regular down for argument on the second Monday or L200 throughout ths country, each bs- Oats— No.'2>ShU^VLbm”
possible to try Grave* as he has no money takes one baked apple, one banana, one
aray iKtf ad been assignedto duty on the of next term. In these cases is InvolvM In? composed of three physicians, Besro...........................
aw
to proceed with. The former trial cost orange, two grape**, and a biscuit made
the
constitutionality of the new tax law In
Governmentexhibit They were crashed
...............
a 00
James H. Conrad, son-in-lawof Mr* Barn- from banana flour with butter. Hla
tary Hoke Smith is accreditedwith having Hoe* ..........
Indian*
tbe
railroads
holding
that
the
Whbat-No.
3 Red ................
67
under a 14-tbn gun that was being hoisted
aby. 180,000. Mr. Conrad now seys he will midday meal consistsof three onnees of
•aid that he would not appoint to these Cobk-No 3 .......................
to
law permits and the tax officersexercUe a
to Its place In tbe exhibit.
have nothing more to do with tbo prosecu- beef or mutton, reduced to powder In A
positionsany old pbyslclanaAs a rale
practically confiscatory rate as appliedto
.....................: .15
these boards have been composed of the
tion of Gravsv ________
mortar, and then passed through a
the property of the corporation* la tbe
BTB'1'0' 3 ..... cimNNATL
Strikersin Antwerp.
oldest physlctensin tbe district* and It Is Oattlb .............
collander,with a half a cupful of soup
arc
State courts tbe law has been upheld.
Fatally Burned.
the Intention of SecretarySmith to Ml the
Monday a thousand of (he dock laborers
occasionally poured over It
IS
WhUe Mr* David RlUlff, of Prairie da
A Grain BlockadeIn Mexico.
places with younger men, preferencebeing fgfc .......
at Antwerp Joined the etrlke for universal
Whbat-No.
3 Red... »••••••••••
Cblen.
Wla.
wee
trying
to
burn
ap
some
Gloves. ,
Tbe unprecedehtlj;heavy rush of corn given to youn { College graduates who have
euffrage. The atrlkers cot off communicarubbishher clothes caught fire and she woe
••••••• o#
Kid gloves ' »£e not all made of kid;
tion with the vesaels at tbe quays by throw- through the port of PledrasNegro* Mexi- reputationsand practices to gal*
.......
fatally burned.
ing their gangways into the riven They co, from the United States since the rein fact, few of theatre. The cheap
........DETB(S»:
Thought Him a Burglar.
became so threatening that the military moval of duty on March 15, has produced
Alleges a Fee-Grabbing Flo*
ones are not kid, and niewir are the
Cattlb... ............
J-oo
James Hatch!* a peddler who stayed
bad to be called out No conflictshave a grain blockade on the Mexican InternaTbe
_____
Board of Supervisorsat Bioax City
. dearest ones. Ladles’ gloves "tilM coat N
haa refused to allow all fe*bllle of county 1 under •L60 or 12 a pair are all mad^wd .
yet occurred. The streets and open places
tional Road and the Southern PacificBoad over night at the residence of John F. Bur- HHK1P... ••••• ••#•••##••• •••••••••
Whbat — No. 3 Red. ..••••••••••••.73
in tbe vicinity of the wharves are filled at Eagle Pas* Tbe United States Is send- ges* near Else Station, Ky., shot and in- Cobb— No. 9 Yellow ..........
.4*
ing an nnusually large amount of goods stantly killed Butler Park, a farm hand, Oats-No. a Whtta^.-g^..... •»
with excited striker*
Into Mexico, tbe shipments being princi- who In going to his work had to para
quarter. The
Whbat-No. I ................
Emin Pasha’S Death Confirmed.
pally to ZacatecA* Monterey and Durango. through Hatchle’sroom. In the darkness Cobk— No. 2 YeUow ............
evidence of aj
A letter from Tlppu Tib’s son, via Zon* Over |23, 000 In duties was collected at the Hatchlo thought him a burglar.
Oats— No. s White..........
and will ex]
gibar, confirms the report of tbe delth of custom house there last week. j. BT* ...............BUFFALO.
Emin Pasha and all hU people.
His Coras Killed Him.
Mr*
Twe Watchmen Burned.
David Preston, superintendent of the
Bed Elver on a Blr freshet.
Mrs John B
Tbe extensive plant of the Dubuque Canadian Pacific Railway, Is dead. Being Whbat — No. 1 hard. ....•••••••••A#
Thebe ard more than 230 ,000 Swiss
The Bed River at Moorhead, Mian., rose (Iowa) Enameling Works burned to tbe
J., gave birth
troubled with corn* be used n remedy
N?
gg feet 8 inches the other day, and Is still ground. The Are originatedIn the exploro girl*
Mr*
Bator
is 16 year* of 1
aad
two
girl*
which caused blood poisoning. Amputa- Whbav^No. tSpring.• •••••roe ••
rlsfn* Tbe water Is now about six feet sion of oil used la tbe furnace* The total
»••••••••# •••#••
ag* Both mother and children are doing
tion was found tO: bp necessary,apd Mr.
••••• ••••••••••
f from the Northern Pacific bridge, low
Will
loss Is 150,000, partially covered by Insur^ Protton died from the consequent ffg*
portions of the town are flooded. The anew Two watchmen were fatal)/ burned.
hauation.
prairie tart and south is entirely covered, The works will be rebuilt ,
The steel
*°“ Mw ..... NEW
end Buffalo river Is overflowing.
Cattlb ...............
jjo
A, h, 1.
tb. principalOMM la the eaa.pur.the
price, 173,040, 1% merely nominal The
]
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that no further proceedingscould be.1 (maih sewer) running east and westi There' is at present 128 cords of
had under the
along some street south of Tenth steam wood.
The natural growth of our city street and emptying into Black lake. I Also the following articles, belongcalled upon you to make many im- Alltbe sewerage should not be dis-jing to my departments lanterns, 2
provements during the year, and vet I charged in one place. Our system of lamps, 1 hammer, 12 wrenches of difSCHELVEN, Editor.
G. J. A. PESS1NK PROPRIETOB.
am glad to say that the burden of tax- water works would have been self ferent sizes, 1 wheelbarrow,3 chisels,
ation has been lighter than it was dur- supportingduring the past year, if it 2 shovels, 1 flue cleaner, 1 brace and
Office on Eighth street, opootlta Ly sum Opera
SATURDAY, APRIL it. 1893.
ing the previous year. To the many had not been throught the loss of $560, bits, 5 small oil cans, 2 i gall, cans, 2 House.— Orders promptly token aud laundry deSeason of 1893,.
- /•;
v
graded and gravelled streetsthat have caused by the removal of the railroad 10-gnll. cans, 1 50-gall, tank, 1 bench lyered.— First class work guaiatteed.
My Stallion's will this season be staArbor Day Proclamation. made Holland beautiful in appearance yards, and a well planned system of vice, 100 feet 1-inch hose and some
you have added improvements on 9th sewerage could also be made self sup- packing,9 4-inch pipe, 2 6-inch pipe,
tioned at my burn in Overisel,
In compliance with an honored cus- Tenth and Eleventh streets, and the porting in a short time.
4 8-lnch and 2 10-fnch pipe, 1 4-inch
all the time.
tom and with public sentiment, I steady growth of he city southward Fourth. A survey of streets iu the cross, 1 4x8-inch cross, 7 sleeves differHence I have reduced my price from
hereby designate
has caused you to grade and gravel the Fifth ward should be made at an early ent sizes, 12 gate box caps, 12 4-inch
whole length of Fourteenth street, time, in order that those constructing gates, 23 4-inch plugs, 2 6-inch plugs, FurnitureRepairing and lipMteriug. Twelve Dollars to Ten Dollars— foal
Friday, April tS, 1893,
The underslgi ed having. removed bis place o assured.
thus making it one of the most attrac- buildings therein may know where to 9 gate boxes, 23 T’$ and crosses differto be observed as Arl>or Day.
business to the First Ward, one door west of W.
My motto is “The Best is always the
tive residence streetsin the city.
ent sizes, 11 crooks, 2 6x4 reducers, and Van der Veere’i Market, Is new ready to do aU
locate
them,
thus
saving
the
city
The general observance of this day
Cheapest.”
With wise fore sight you have pro- from future expense and the inhabikinds of
by the planting of trees, scrubs and
on of REPAIRING & UPHOLSTERING.
flowers is most earnestlyrecom- vided the city with a suitable lot tants of the ward from annoyance.
mended. In this way our homes, high- whereon an engine house is to be built Fifth. Our voluntary fire depart- rporation cocks: 6 l-incn, 2 f, 2 I, First-classwork at fair prices. Also new work
made to order at short mtice.
ways and public places may be im- in the near future in the Fourth ward. ment has given the -city admirable and 4 4-inch.
The organic law of the city, which service, aud the .boys have been a
We have 79 hydrants, all in good re- WiU call for work and return same, anywhere
proved and adorned, and future generwithin the city
G. M. POND.
experiencehas proved defective, ex- source of pride to the city. If an pair.
Proprietor.
Holland, Mich., April 19. 1893.
18-1 y.
ations benefited.
pensive and cumbersome in many re- engine house is constructed in the
We
have
Inserted
50
service taps.
Overisel, Allegan Co„ Mich.
It is futher recommended that the
spects, has been repealed, and a new Fourth ward I would not recommend The whole number now in use is 265.
12-4w
beneficentobject of the day be imOur pumps and boilers are in good
pressed upon the minds of our youth charter embodying the latest and best the organization of ^another fire comby appropriate exercises in our public provisions relating to municipal gov- pany. The present companies should condition.
ernment been substituted.Under its first be given additional compensation
I would respectfully call your attenschools.
Given under my hands and the provisionspublic improvementscan and additional apparatus. The engine tion to the roof of the pump house,
be made with less red-tape and ex- house to be erected in the Fourth which is in a bad condition, and needs
great Seal of the State at the Capitol
pense, while not a single safeguard to ward is needed as a place for caucuses, to be attended to.
in Lansing, this tenth day of April, in
Respectfullysubmitted.
the year of our Lord one thousand the people, containedin the old char- election and other public gatherings,
ter, nas been omitted in the new. Sev- and If in the near future buildiug conJohn Kramer.
eight hundred and ninety-three, and
eral Boards have been created that tinues futher westward a company can
Supt. of Water Works.
of the Independence of the United
States, the one hundred and seven- will greatly relieve the burdens of the then be organ ized^and suitableapparCouncil and at the same time give the atus be procured.
Annual Report of the City
teenth.
city more efficient public service. Sixth. The city marshal is charged
Librarian.
John T. Rich,
Governor. Nine hundred and sixty acres of new with the duty of enforcing the police To the Honorablethe Mayor and Common
territory have been added, thus more regulations of the city, and I would
J#*HN W. JOCHIM,
Council of the City of Holland:
than doublingour area: and while this recommed that some place be designaIf you want a good Shingle for
Secretary of State.
new territory will not materially add ted in the city where he can be reach- Gentlemen: Pursuant to Charter
the same price that you would
to our presept valuation, yet it fur- ed by telephone when his services are and Ordinance I beg leave to report
Our Municipality.
nishes the city with ample room for required; and further that he be re- the following:
have to pay for an inferior kind
The number of books in the City
Tuesday’s session of the common growth and gives an opportunity quired to wear a uniform.
you can not do better than call
for the laving out of streets and the
Seventh. The catalogue value of the Library is one thousand three huncouncil witnessed the formal inducmaking of other public improvements iiooks now in the city library is $2, .500; dred and sixty-two, and the catalogue
upon or write to
tion into office of the new administra- that will eventually greatly add to the
over 275 persons have made use of the value of same is two thousand one
tion, and the occasion had drawn beauty and symmetry of our city.
libary during the past year; and over hundred and twenty-nine dollars and
While these public improvements5.500 books have been drawn from the flftv cents.
I.
Holland, Mich.
thither a number of interestedcitiwere being made, private enterprise library. We have added 250 new books
The
number
of
different
persons
*ens.
kept pace with public spirit. The
the past year. The care of drawing books is three hundred and
Also a large and complete line of Lath.
The first representativesof the West Michigan Furniture Company during
this library will in .the future be en- seventy-five,an increase of fifty pver
Fifth ward were given seats to the have doubled the size of their factory. trusted to a library board, and the last year.
P. S. You can find me at the old Fixter Stave Factory, on North River st.
10 ly
The number of books drawn during
left of the semi-circle, and they car- New buildingshave been erected by charter now makes provisions for the
the Cappon and Bertsch Leather Com- payment of a suitable salary to the the year is five thousand four hundred
ried their new aldermanichonors with
pany, and their already great tannery librarian.I recommend that you fix and sixty seven, an increaseof four
becoming dignity. There is a well has been much improved. Every man- such a salary. While I believe in the hundred and eighty-five over last
founded belief that this latest infus- ufacturingplant in the city has in- most^rigid economy in the management year.
The number of books added during
ion of new blood into the body-cor- creased its out put and added to the of public affairs, I do not believe it
number of employees.
the year is two hundred and fortyporate will be conduciveto the municThe new Bank Block at the corner
three. The cost of same was one hunipal stability of our fast developing of Eighth and River streets, and
dred and seventy-five dollars and ten
charge,
city, as it was intended that it should. Graves Library and Wiffkfits Chapel worthy of his hire.
cents. The catalogue value of the
What marred the symmetry of the upon the College grounds are struc- To the members of the Council, that new books is two hundred and seventy
tires of which any city might well be have treated me with such uni- dollars and ten cents, and they were
occasion, however, was the absence of
proud. Our new and commodious form kindness and consideration,I purchased as follows: Twenty-six volmayor-electHummer, by reason of ill- hotel building supplies a long felt return my sincere thanks.
umes from “The Humboldt Publishness. He was taken down two weeks need. Attractive store buildingsand
To our experienced and efficient ing Company,” of New York City, N.
ago. with an attack of stomach com- new dwelling houses have been con- City Clerk I desire to express my sense Y., and two hundred and seventeen
structed and are in process of con- of apprccaitionfor the faithfulness volumes from “The Baker & Taylor
plaint, and confined to his bed. At
struction on almost every street, and and precision with which he has per- Company" of New York City, N. Y.
this writing, hopes are entertained yet there are no vacant houses and no formed all his duties.
The following amounts were colidle hands within the city. A new
for a speedy recovery.
To our able City Attorney, who has lected during the past year, viz:
After the transaction of routine Steam Boat Company has been organ- given to the public, for small and in- Fines ....................................... I 18 W)
ized, in which a majority of the stock adequate compensation,the same Sale of Catalogues .........................1 70
business mayor Harrington arose and, is held by our own citizens, thus enDues from non-residents..................1 25
skill and energy that characterize him
addressing the council, deliveredhis suring us of a permanent boat line in his private practice, I feel under
at
Total ............... 3 21 85
retiring message. It is a very accept- between this city and Chicago. This special obligations, which I herewith
Dated Holland, Mich., April 17, '93.
enterprise is semi public ana will, I gratefully acknowledge.
able document, and will be found in
Respectfully submitted.
think, add much to the prosperity of
And now with a sense of relief I
Geo. II. Sirr,
toU in our columns. In a concise way our city.
transfer the burdens of city governCity Librarian.
he gives a review of the leading events I desire now to^amithia^ pleasant ment to him who has been a “Humthat characterized his administration restrospect ofjwraBMpertty and to "toer^ in politics, and who, I believe, Parasols at a 'bargain.
to call youftnPltWw tHe wortfvof will be a “Hummer” in the manageand his retrospect of our development
Notier & Versciiure.
the futui
ment of the municipal affairs of our
and growth is as gratifyingas it is
First o
city.
The selection of Overcoats at Bostrue. Amid a demonstrationof hear- of the people
.. E. J. Harrington.
man Bro’s is simply immense.
lighting
must
be
hee<T8£
Onr’present
ty approval and a rising vote of thanks
Communication of Mayor
BUY your goods at
Mr. Harrington for the third time system of public lighting cost us about
twelve hundred dollarsannually. With
Hummer.
aurrenderedthe mayorality of the city proper management electriclights can
Henderson’s Clothing Store.
and bowed his way out of the execu- be substituted at a much less cost.
Holland, Mich., April 18, 1893.
You will be satisfied that you get
Under the provisions of’the last sub- Gentlemen of the Common Council:
vulue received, and that it is the
tive chair.
mission the first electric light bond
Owing to severe illness which con- place to save money.
In the absence of Mayor Hummer
becomes payable after the last water fines me to my home, I am unable to
president pro tem Ter Tree took the works bond has been paid, thusequalbe present with you this evening.
chair; the clerk announcedthe filing Ling and distributing the burden of
I have filed mv oath of office as
11 2m
of the oath of office of the mayor-elect taxation.
mayor, and handed the clerk the folThis plan has been criticizedby some lowing list of committees of the comand administereda like oath to the
of our citizens,who evidentlyhad not mon council for the ensuing year:
aldermen-elect, and thereupon read a carefully consideredthe subject.
brief communication from mayor These bonds can certainly be negoti- Ways and Means— Den Uyl, Harrington,
Schoon.
Hummer announcingthe standing ated at 5 per cent or less interest per Streetsand Brldges-Lokker, Habermaun,Harannum. This makes an annual incommittees of the council for the en- terest of not to exceed $600, or only rington.
e
Claims and Acconnta-Habermann,Ter Vree,
suing year.
one-half of the amount now paid for
•
The important action of the evening our almost worthless system of light- Don Uyl.
Parks and Public Grounds—De Bpelder, Daling.
Long
time
bonds
can
l»e negotiawas to establish the amount of the
ted at a much lower rate of interest man,
liquor bonds and of the annual license
Poor— Dalman, Seboon, Ter Vree.
than short time bonds.
Pl» Dep't— Boboon, Lokker, Schmid.
to be paid by saloon keepers. The
Commercial lighting has been added'
PatHov. 19, 1889.
former was fixed at $5000 and the lat- to public lighting In the last submis- City Library— Harrington, Ter Vree, Seboon.
Public Buldlngs and Property— Ter Vree, De
ter at $250, which is in addition to the sion, and before the first electriclight
Spelder,Den Uyl.
special tax of $500 paid to the county bond becomes payable under a prudent
Order and Police— Sobmld, Vlsscker, Do
and business like management the protreasurer.It will be seen from the
Spelder.
fits of the co ncern will be sufficientto
Wyo Bradshaw’s dock, Bollard, at 6:85
proceedings of the council that this pay for the whole plant, while the Health— Habermann. Vlescher,Dalman.
o'clock, p. m , every Monday, Wednesday, and
Lighting— VlBBcher. Lokker, Schmid.
action was nearly unanimous, as tend- tax payer will pay less per annum for
Friday.
L^aye O'Connor’s dock, fort of Michigan it
ing to keep the number of saloons as lighting than he does at the present I shall be pleased to state my views Chicago, at 8 o’clok p. tn., every Tuesday, Tbuts
time.
to you upon matters of public interest dty and Saturday.
near the minimum as possible.
Again, other improvements are nec- that are soon to be considered by the
Atorc Cut I# 0n»-balt Aotnl th#.
Fare $2.00; Return
$8.00.
essary, and the long time bond system council, just its som as I am able,
Retiring Message of Mayor allows these improvementsto go on which I hope will be not later than a For information apply to Henry Dykhnla,at
simultaneously without increasing week.
Harrington.
the dock, Holland, or to clerk, W. H. McVea. on
Respectfully submited.
board the boat
the rate of lasation. It should also
Gentlemen of the Council:
Geo. P. Hummer,
be lememVeredthat the natural
Prices have never been so low as they are
We have
Mayor.
In accordancewith a custom so well growth of the city and consequent ina large stock of
established that it has ripened into-! crea8e of taxable projicrty will keep
an unwritten law, the chief executive the rate of t'axat‘on within proper Annual Report of the Board of
Public Works.
of yourcity, before retiringfrom office hounds, if the time for the payment
desires to briefly review with you the °* Me bonds is distributedover a
To the Honorable the Mayor and Common
leading events that have characterized8erie8 of >’ear8Council of the City of Holland:
our municipal government during the Second. The city needs an additionGentlemen: Pursuant to Section
year that is past, and then to recom al water supply. I would recommend
To Make Money.
5 of Title XIV of the City Charter,
mend for the future such action as to that a covered reservoir of from 150 to
the
Board
of
Public
Works
hereby
him seems for the best interests of 200 feet in length be constructedfrom
present their annual report as required
oorftict* growing and prosperous city. ! the last well northward, of a sufficient
When a year ago the responsibilities depth and width to gather the spring by said Section and Title, as follows:
receipts.
Ofmunlcipal government fell on your water, which is found in abundance in
Pmdtrv Min<r in
Poultry netting makes a perfect fence for all
Bhoulders, the then outgoing mavor m that locality. This, I believe, would
ruuuij lulling ill dll mus. purposes, absolutely sure not to injure. Very
his able message, lamented the fact give us an abundantsupply of the
rent as per rates.'.,., iss? ib
strong, ornamental and cheap. Call and see it at
A
that he must leave so many knotty water, and at the same time we Wiuhi*a" wotreedvad from c. a w. M. as ----

submission.
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VERSCHURE,

‘TURK.’

Record 2:27.
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-

No. 15,213.

This famous trotting stallion will
make the season Twelve Dollars
($12.00) at the Agricultural Imple-

ment Warehouse

of

Benjamin

Van

Raalte, Holland, Mich.

For further particulars call on or

address

ALLIE VAN RAALTE,

Holland, Mioh.

h

Habermann.

Van der veer

•

HHRDWflRE

1

Steamer “McVea

Met

FENCE WIRE.
now.

IS

1

THE
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,

^

best

i

i

our

per

CLEARANCE SALE

contract ..........

all

4

487 50

problems for vour solut'on, and I de- furnish employmentto
iaw_ Tappingmams ............................
154 75
sire first of all to congratulate you up- ers, and keep the mom** within our Plumbers licenses ........................fl 00
Tax roll, 1892 .............................. 1600 00
on successful mannner in which you city.
1

E. Van der Veen, Holland, Mich.

;

h8^,?fTSlPih?ed.ih'9task-I

Third. It

Is of-

vital

|mDorUnce

Total ............$581037

to

New

EXPENDITURES.
fronted with

an

TnjnnTtlo^jult’rel

°’ thc

clt,y Salariesof two engineersQ #000 ...... ...#1200
Telephone at water work* ...............
’ 40
Balance do* BourbonCopper and Brass
Works,
a» per contract ..............
113
or tne lormer Council, in submk',"° wouia aavwe you to cause a survey
A. Huntley, cast iron suctionpipe, valves
thc proposition to the peottK-**11111***
a competent engineer at an 1 labor connecting well with pumps. 260
to ns to be faulty,
seemed , the earliestpossible aoment, and that J. Kramer,labor as superintendent ..... 42
people had
v°lce ot the at the least two sewers be constructed G. B'om, firing for fires.................. 11
upon
Cleariy expressed one truhk sewer running down Market L. Mulder,printing...-...................34
Oil, grease and fr'g’t and cartage on same J9

yet
hp™
this

'

raade

Incidentals

01
00

GLOTtiING!

21
81

AT

80
on
00
65

E. J. Harrington’s

70
Paid bond No. 1 series "D’’ ........
00
Paid bond No. 1 seriea.,lE” .............. 1000 00
To balance on band annual settlement
March 80th, 1893 ................
.1810 27
187
000

At

D-PRICE’S

R. H.

KRAMER.

I Board of Water

HABERMANN.|

Commissioners. Overcoats,

Men’s Suits,
Youn? Men's Suits.

Holland, Mich., April 17, ’93.
-«»» ...
Annual Report of the Superin-

-

tendent

Of

|he Water

Boys' Suits.

Works.

To the Honorable Board of Water Coirs This

to

Gentlemen: I herewith present
you my annpal report as
dent of the water works of our city-for

stock

of Tartar Powder.

-No Ammonia; No Alum.

Used la Millions of Homes— 40 Years the Standard.

fi&oM

lD,CnU,r)' °f

is all

announce to the

ladies of Holland

we have received

a large assort

and vicin-

memt

of

Must

u6

which we offer

At most Reasonable Prices.
solicit

their further patronage.

.

disposed of before tak

m

Spring Millenery Goods,

D6W and was Thanking the public for past favors we respectfully

purchased last Fall,

superinten- •

The only Pure Cream

to

greatly reduced prices,

for the next thirty days.

•MWW

JOHN

wish

ity that

•Total ............
Signed:

We

Spring Millenery.

inventory.

RES GOODS RECEIVED EVERY WERE.

-v

’• ry

i*

'

Vv

•

. '
•

-

"

1

;

Boone 6|, J. W. Garvelink 13, J.
Kollcn 10. Total
v
Holland City State Bank— J. Van
Putten Sr., 160, J. Van Putten Jr., 20,
Adrian Van Putten 20, Marinus Van
Putten 20, Cornelius Verschure 30,
Cornelius Nyland 20, W. H. Beach 50,
J. C. Post 50, P. H. McBride 50. D. B.
K. Van Raalte 50, W. B. Griffin 10, R.
Veneklaasen Trustee 10, L. Van Put-

J. H.

fl(

The Opera House!

Lecture Course.
CLOSING ENTERTAINMENT
OF TILE COURSE.

ten

500.

10.

of

R,

Harbeck 10, N.

Hewlett

50.

Personal Mention.

GRAND CONCERT!

H. Walsh

>•-'»*« 'X>

*««-..>.
- >

ywlMwtfip

What

G. L.

is

We

Cftstoria is Dr.

Samuel Pitcher's

prescription for Infhnts

and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays

feverishness.Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,

cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas-

A.M.

'

Monday.

“

good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell,Mass.
“ Castoria

which

I

Is

the best

Ill Bo.

T

Miss Jennie Knol of

the

day

is

not

Tariousquack nostrums whidi are

stead of the

products,yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
fator upon it.”

destroyingtheir loved ones, by forcing optum,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats,thereby sending

Uhjtkd Hospitaland Dispensary,

them to premature grates.”
Da. J. F. Kikchzloi,

Boston, Mass.

Allrn O. Smth, Prtt.,

Conway, Ark.

his

of Lansing

is

Reg. taxes and apportionment— Pel-

McBride and S. H. Boyce of Grand
Prof, and Mrs. G. J. Kollen attended
Haven, and G. Van Schelven. of Hoi the funeral of the late H. Vedders at
Grand Rapids, Monday.
land, as secretary.
The- board adjourned to Tuesday,
Geo. Kollen, V. R. Gilmore, and
June 6.
Chas. McBride, of the Mich. Univer-

Y. M. C. A.
Monday evening was a
affair. The rooms were

social on

beautifully decorated with flowers and
flags. The president’s report showed

home

and contain all the best papers and
magazines. The gymnasium is open
three evenings each week and is very
popular with the boys.
The music at the social was furnished by the Apollo Orchestra and
Olive and McKay. The boys were
well applauded. Hon. Isaac Cappon
and Mr. G. Van Schelven were called
upon and responded with short
speeches. The usual refreshmentsof
excellentcoffee and delicious cakes
closed the evening.
The thanks of the associationare
extended to Mr. George Ballard for a
fine Webster’s Dictionary for the
rooms
The nexfSunday meeting will be led
by Rev. Birchby. The Apollo quartette will sing.

G. H. Albers of Overisel and

Such

is

E. Yates, F. J. Schouten,
and H. Kremere and wives attended
the silver wedding of Dr. Cooper of
Grandville, Monday evening.
and A* B?
Grand Rapids, Mon-

Mr. and Mrs. W. Brussfc
in

day, in attendance of the funeral of
their brother-in-law, the late H. Ved-

FUMHTIM EMPORIUM

Miss Grace Thom.*.s was called to
her home at Dowagiac Monday, by
the sudden death of her grandmother^
She expects to return in about three
weeks.
Rev. and Mrs. J. J.

Van Zanten of

RIN6K &

and examined the latest arrivals of this season’s goods.

W. Bosman 52,

.

them. No

stand for service at my barn, one
mile east of. city, during the
Season of 1893.

KimUMBLE.
AVanderHaar.
isim

*

Pwner.

trouble, but a pleasure to

SWO

6. L.

Block.

-

& SOU.
Eighth

St.

Meat Market,

City

der Veere.

CHOICES

w,

E/EBA.TS.
The Best

Carpets and Matting.

Market.

in the

Cor. Eighth and. Fish St.

Home Made Bread.
Immense

Stock of

Wall Paper and

Trimmings.

“But here’s a good square loaf we’show
Of home-made bread, as pure as snow;
It’s made by wives and daughters fair,
At home, with cleanliness and care.
This

The

latest novelties

in Baby Carriages.

is

the

“staff of life”

indeed,

And little tots who on it feed
Grow big with health and beauty great,

And learn to love instead of hate.
And Papas, too, who share their treat,
All stop at

WM. BRUSSE, & CO.
SHB TT A TTEjIRS
-offer the-

praise their precious wives, so good,
fill

them with

this angel’s food.

Our “Sunlight” and “Daisy” brands of J flour will make
this kind of bread. Ask yeur grocer and flour dealer for
it and do not be put off with inferior brands. The beet ie

me

KIM & 60”

waisn-De roo Milling go.

stock of

Gaos and Gloves

For 80 days at special prices.!

H. H. KARSTEN,
MiotL.
Zjeelctnd,
Buckwheat ground, and Book wheat Flour sold or exchanged;
be prime. Pearl Barley manufactured.

New Goods,

Latest Styles, all the
Latest Colors.

Wm.

.

Holland, Mich.
•

flats.

And
Who

home with tempers sweet,

the cheapest.

Stt J.

Kremere 13, J.
A. Van Kool 13, Thos.
G. Huizihga 13, H. Boone 20, G. W.
Mokma 22, L. Mulder 20, H. Meyer &
Son 12, A. Sief 13. C. J. De Roo Ip, J.
Huntley 10fK. Schaddelee 5, Geo. f.
Hummer 10, H. GeerlingsBK B.Stekctee 3, Herm Kragt 13, Geo. Pelgrim 13,

26, A. Vlssqher 13, fl.

GO.,

Grand Haven, while on a visit with
and Mrs. E.
Van der Veen, in this city, lost their infant child, Saturday, aged seven
weeks.
;/ /. V
’ ' i":

will

of Spring Shawls. Ask to
show goods.

also have an elegant line

THE SEASON.

the latter’s parent, Mr.

—

32, T. Koffers 28, Andries
;.m
iuamujc<*j,
larslIJeSS,u.v. i^icacDiekema 13, W> J. Garrod 19. G. J. Kollen

1

and by buying the patern and making yourself, you can save from $2

Wm. Van

ders.

filed

20, 1.

'»ia

the verdict of those that have looked into the

Drs. O.

Bosman were

TI

Although we do not carry Cloak s
we have an elegant line of Cloaking

Alberti

G.

W. B&rdslee
Steketee

GOOD ENOUGH!

of

Farmers

Cappon

I

City.

school, Thursday evening.

with the County Clerk the following
Attention.
with the number
Two High Grade?
of shares held by each, for the purpose
of assessment:
I.

Goods

India Linens, Victoria Lawns, and Nainsoo ks
10 to 30 o
Fancy, Plaid, and Stripes, 8 to 50 c,
Hamburg, Swiss and Nainsook Embroideries
and Insertions.

Ginghams, best assortment in the city 7 to 16 c.
Shantong Pongees,latest paterns.
Cotton Challles, Zephyr Prints.
Dark and Light, Indigo Blue and Turkey Red Prints.
Sheetingsand Pillow Casings, 5 to 25 c.

see

Henry Veldman entertained his
Ref. church Sunday

lists of stockholders,

Bank—

Persian, Moss and Feather Trimmings.

IMe

We

v

have

Black Laces, Gimp Braids.

in

to $3 on a cloak.

on vacation.

Grand Bapids, two law stuthat the society is doing good work.
dents at the Mich. University, were
The rooms have been open for three in the city, Friday.
months. The attendanceduring that
Rev. and Mrs. H. Harmeling of She‘time has been 5770. The Sunday afboygan
Wis., are visitingwith the
ternoon meetingsreport an attendance
parents
of
the later Mr. and Mrs. W.
of 1379, an average of 106.
The reading rooms are free to all Verbeek, in this city.

First State

York

class of the First

Kuypcr

75 to $1.00.

Heavy Silk Lace Flouncing.

Henry Van der Lei, with Siegel.
Cooper & Co., Chicago, is doing the

sity, are

m

parents in this city.

rounds in this city.
Insane— Kerkhof, Bosch, Stearns.
County buildings.— Bloecker, Van
Miss Minnie Kramer visited her
Loo, Kerkhof, Lillie, Pruyn.
grand mether. Mrs. P. Boot, in Grand
Printing and stationery— Pagelson,
Rapids, this week
Brown, Begeman.
Miss Gertie Vos, of Grand Rapids, is
Roads, drains and surveys— Dykespending a few days with her friend
ma, Pelgrim, Lugers.
Miss Jennie Beeuwkes.
The committee on county buildings
F. C. Lucasse of Kalamazoo,a forwill also be the building committee for
the new courthouse. To it were ad- mer residence of this city, called upon
ded as auxllliary members, Geo. W. old friends this week.

this city

Drabe Chinas, Figured and Plain

calj,

grim, TerVree, Waite.

The banks of

Street, New

on a

•

very pleasant

The Ceataw Company, TJ Murray

Grand Rapids

R. N. De Merell made a business
Thursday afternoon, and was called to
order by the clerk. Enno Pruyn of trip to Grand Haven, Saturday.
Squire Fairbanks and son Isaac IT.
Spring Lake was temporary chairman,
and upon the fourth ballot Thos. Mol- spent Saturday at the county seat.
Mrs. N. H. Dosker of Grand Rapids
loy was elected chairman, the vote
is visiting with her children in this
standing Molloy 12. Van Loo 9.
A special committee was appointed city.
to canvas the vote on the courthouse
Herman Dosker of Grand Rapids
loan— Messrs. Van Loo, Lillie, and spent Sunday with his brother in this
Lynn.
city.
The chair anounced the following
Prof. H. Boers expects to move into
standing committees:
his new residenceon Twelfth street,
Finance— VanLoo, Waite, Begeman, in May.
Lynn, Thurston.
Prof, and Mrs. C. Doesburg have
Claims and accounts— Fox, Pruyn,
returned from a two weeks stay
Ter Vree, Bloecker, Stearns.
in Chicago.
Equalization—Lillie, Pagelson.KerkEditor Cronin of Grand Haven took
hof, Bosch, Brown.
in
the familiarsights at his former
Poor.— Stuveling, Robinson, Dykehome,
this week.
ma.

The

sis

to $1.25.

Plain, Striped and Figured Changables, $1.20 to $1.35.

ence in their outside practicewith Castoria,
and althoughwe only hate among our
medical supplies what is known ss regular

when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoriainfar distant

.

Wakker Toren
with

Plain, Figured and Brocade Dre-is Chinas 80 to $1.86.

“

xr
_ ,. t ^
Mrs. James M. Cronkright,in the

visit

.C';'

H. A. Ancnin, M. D.,
Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

visitingfriends in this city.

G.

•

Surahs and Wash Silks 76

Our physiciansin tho children'sdepartment hate spoken highly of their experi-

Yemedy for childrenof

am acquainted. I hope

Castoriais so well adapted to childrenthat

recommend it as superiorto any prescription
known to me.”

I

Fifth ward, is seriously ill.

Board of Supervisors.
The board met pursuant to

Dress Goods

Castoria.

.

at 9

Searges— Mode Shades 5o c lo $1.00.
Spring Suitings, Latest Novelties 23 to $L00.
Wool Challles, very pretty, 18 to 60 o.
Satins, Plain and Brocaded Blacks 15 to 26 c,

for Paregoric,Drops, Soothing Syrups,

. " Castoria<9 an excellentmedicine for children. Mothers hare repeatedlytold me of its

C. Nyland of Grand Haven was in
The following fine vocalists will take the city this week.
part in the entertainment: Miss LalW. I. Lillie of Grand Haven was in
la McKay, Miss H. Hanson, Miss Alcott, Mrs. W. II. Wing, Mrs. G. J. Die- Holland, Tuesday.
kema, Mrs. Geo. P. Hummer, Prof. J.
Miss Jennie Dykhuls visited Grand
B. Nykerk, Dr, J. B. De Vries, W. A.
Haven friends,this week.
Holley, and others.
Instrumental music will include
Mrs. Wifi. Verbeek, who has been
numbers by the College Orchestra,
seriously ill, is recovering.
Flute Duets, Cornet Solos, Violin
Solos, etc.
C. A. Dutton has returned from his
This concert will be the finest of the southernand western trip.

is

mm

Henriettas, all colors and shades, 25 to $1.26.

toria is the Children'sPanacea— the Mother’s Friend.

Architect Johnson ot Chicago was

Admision,Friday
25c.

MM

Mondaycd in Grand Rap-

Saturday. -

in the city

m

have just received an elegant
line of

Castoria.
visit east

General
Reserved Seats at Breyman’s

iiii

srao

,

,

Prof. G. J. Kollen returned from his

season.
Tickets, with Reserved Seats, 35c.

I-

•

I

ids.

For the Benefitof the Y.M.C.A.

28!

vw^.-

Grand Haven

W

Frlflau Eye, flirt

.

has filed the following list otstock holders and their shares: H. T. Armstead 20, J. M. Albers, jr. 5, S. H.

Marian C. Hewlett 60, William Mieras
10, Ruth M. Parish 10, N. Robbins jr.
10, Albert E. McCulloch 12, Dwight
Sheldon 1. Frances Sheldon 1, William
Savidge 23, Sarah C. Savidge 198,
Esther Savidge 2, Geo. P. Savidge 1,
Geo. Stickney 20, Lucia Stickney 10,
G. W. A. Smith 10, W. C. Sheldon Jr.,
tors.— Ypsilanti Sentinel.
"He held his audience two hours by 20, Geo. D. Turner 10, Jacob Van der
een 5, Chas E. Wyman 100, T. Stethe magic power of his eloquence.”— Veen
wairt White 100. Total.lOOO.
Bay City Press.

Rooms.

-a

'••JrTt:

Total 500.

The National Bank

Boyce 50, Ruth Brower 6. Esther Bagley 10, Jurrlen Ball 10, D. Cutler 51,
TUESDAY EVEMG, APRIL 25.
D. Cutler, jr. 20, Mary Cutler 10,
Lecture by Hon. Frank A. Dean. Frances E. Cutler 90, Frances Cutler
Subject: "Land and Sea.” Reserved ir., 10, E. S. Cutler 20, Harriet A. Cutseat tickets, 85 cents. General ad- ler 10, Amanda M. Dally 5, Geo. A.
Farr 30, Harriet M. Hopkins 5, H. F.
mission, 25 cents.
press notices: "Land and Sea,”
under the master hand of the artist,
unfoldeda beauty of word and scene
that was delightful.Frank A. Dean
has the thanks of his many admirers
for the evening of pleasure and profit.
— Adrian Times.
"He is the prince of platform ora-

.

.

> ,r

30 poundsof

the best flour given

In

warranted

exchange for

P
I

bushel of wheat.
• Unclean Wheat

purified free of charge-MHigheat price paid for

Wheat/ Bye, Corn, Gate. Buckwheat and fia'lev

Briisse

&

Co.

Elevator and Mill near R. Rotation at Zeelaa*,Micb.

H. H.

EABSTGN.

SENTIMENT AND HUMOR.

gained on the heights of Alma. On the zaly when exhausted nature demanded
other hand, the defeated Russian army, tribute, and when sleep fell upon she
‘‘ill-armed, Ul-coounanded and ill-maneu- tired eyelids the brave women rehearsed
vered,” wn» iu fall retreat, also having in dreams their waking struggles.
What a sight it was — one which might
Sebastopol for its objective point, intending to there rally and decide the issue of have glowed from the canvas of a do Keuthe Crimean war. The great fortress ville to inspire a world. What mattered
was in a precariouscondition seeing that it if, beyond the breastworks of SebasPrince Menschikoff in massing his troops topol, there gleamed ^far the lurid watchprior to the Alma tight had left it very fires of the iu voder'sbivouac, and around
those toilers of the night stray bulpoorly garrisoned.
General Todleben, then a lieutenant- lets and death-dealingfragments of shell
colonelof engineers,was in charge of the ploughedup the earth they were hastily
fortifications,and when the news came of forming iuto resisting ramparts ! On, on
the reverse the Russians had sustained to the completion of their mission ere the
at Alma, he at once suspendedthe more foe should have time to hurl his forces
elaboratework then in progressand bcut against the bulwarks of Muscovy !
Owing to the unanimityof action
all his energies on the task of covering
the forts with field work in order to among these brave women, the supply ot
sweep the ravines with musketry and lalwr upon the Maidena’ Redoubt was
shot. Tho northernside of Sebastopol iuexhaustiblc.andrelays were constantly
most needed Todelben’s attention,as tho available, so that in an incredibly short
allies were advancing from that quarter, space of time the earthwork was brought
hut it was also of tho first importance to completion.The part it played in the
that the south side be guarded against siege was a most importantone, constantly harassing and obstructing the
attack.
Vice-Admiral Korniloffwas in general operationsof the besiegers and acting as
command at Sebastopol,and had under a formidable obstacleto their plans. It
him fourteen line of battle ships and was a worthy companion to tho Cremallseven frigates lying iu the Roads. These Here battery of Stanislaffsky,to the
vessels were manned with a large naval Krassoffky,and to tho heavy careening
force, which, in case of necessity, could batteries.
be landed to co-operatewith the garriBut not without a heavy loss of life

I)R.

TALMAGE’S SERMON.

cheated me out ot 83.000, and
want any of that religion.”
The Flee ot m Temper.

I don't a cowardly Christian;there was a lyinitf

Christian;there was an impure Christian.” In that day, as now, “If thou bo
wise, thou shall be wise for thyself, but
The Courting-Stlok.
LESSON
Other persons apologizefor not enterIf thou scornest thou shall bear it.”
(In the early l,V*r Ingl.nd J*y» there waa
taining the Christian life because of the
WEDDING FEAST.'
Why, my brother,the inconsistencyof
fc most houses a fcrge aMembly-room. and
incorrigibility
of their temper. Now,
Christians,so far from being an arguthere the family ami *11 the guests and chance
we admit It Is harder for some people to ment to keep you away from God. ought
callers g ther. d on winter nights about the
ilbW Many and What BaeelcM Excuses become Cbrlstians than for others,but
to be au argument to drive you to Him.
Maxing fl e-logs. For Cue convenience of
Btsn Make For Not Becoming ChrlsMnus. the grace of God .never came to a mounyoung lovers,for there was no "next room."
Tbo best place for a skillful doctor Is in
Christianity
Is
a
Very
Great
Help
la
tain
that
It
could
not
climb
or
to
an
eourting-stickswer* used ; that is, lo'»g wooda neighborhoodwhere they are all poor
abyss that It could not fatffom or to a
en tunes that con2'4, convey from lip to oar
Every Proper Relation in Life.
doctors; the best place for an enterprisbondage that it could not break.
sweet and secret whispers.]
ing merchant to open his store is in a
The wildest horse that ever trod Araplace where the bargain makers do not
Bunsbinobathes in a golden tide
At the Tabernacle.
bian sands has been broken to bit and
understand their business,and tho best
Tumbled treasures of 'Stin and lace ;
Rev. Dr. Talmago In bis sermon In the trace. The maddest torrent tumbling
place for yon who want to become tho
Grandmother'schest stands open wide ;
Brooklyn Tabernacle Sunday forenoon from mountain shelving has been har- illustrious and complete Christian, tho
Over it bends a bloiiomingfie'*.
spread betoro the great audience Iu nessed to the mill wheel and tho factory best place for you is to come right down
clequent words the beauty and attrac- band, setting a thousand shuttles all
Hive is herrgirdleof sylph-likespan,
among us who are Incompetentana so
tiveness of the gospel feast, the text a-buzz and a-clattcr,and the wildest,
inconsistentsometimes..
Stomacherstuddedwith jet and pearls,
chosen being from Luke zlv, 18. “And tho haughtiest, the most ungovernable
Other persons apologize for not beGay littleshoes that the danco b?gan—
they all with one consent began to make man ever created, by the grace of God
coming Christians because they lack
Orandmothor was a rose of girl« I
may be subdued and sent out on minis_
time, as though religion muddled tho
After tho Invitations to a levee are try of kindness as God sends an August
Margery’s cur-ous eyes are b ight,
brain of tbe accountant, or tripped tho
sent out tho regrets come In. Ono man thunderstorm to water tho wild flowers
Margery's flagon are deft to suit ;
pen of tho author, or thickened the
apologizes for nonattondanco on ono down In the grass.
tongue of the orator, or weakened the
What does she bare to the wood n ing light?
ground, another on another ground.
Good resolution, reformatoryeffort, arm of the mechanic,or scattered the
A silent reed?— or a sto less flute ?
The most of the regrets are founded on will not effect the change. It takes a briefs ot the lawyer, or Interruptedtho
prior engagements. So in mv text a .mightierarm and a mightier hand to
Grandmother reaches a faded hand,
sales of the merchant. They bolt tholr
great banquet was spread, the Invita- bend evil habits than the hand that bent
Never a word do her old dps say ;
store doors against It and fight It back
tions were circulated, and now the re- the bow of Ulysses, and It takes a
Close to her ear the hollow wand
with trowels and yardsticks and cry.
stronger lasso than ever hold the buffalo
grets come in.
“Away with your religion from our
She holds, with her dim eyes far away.
The ono gives an agricultural reason, on the prairie. A man cannot go forth
store, our office,our factory!”
the other a stock dealer's cason, the with any human weapons and contend
Fainter,more vague to the dulling sense.
They do not understandthat religion
other a domestic reason— all poor rea- successfullyagainst these Titans armed
Margery’s laugh with its silverv flowl
In this workaday world will helo you to
sons.
The
agricultural reason being with nptorn mountain. But you have
What is it hearkens, alert, intense,
do anything you ought to do. Itcan lay
that the man had bought a farm and known men into whose spirit the Influson.
was the great work completed, for the
a keel; It can sail a ship; it can buy a
To tones of seventy years ago?
The retreating Russian army under casualties among the heroinea were wanted to see it Could he not seo it the ence of the gospel of Christ came, until cargo; it can work a pulley; It can pavo
next day? The stock dealer’s being that their dispositionwas entirely changed.
“Daring,I love you!" ‘‘Oh share, dear eyes, Menschikoffhad now reached the left
a street; it can (It a wristband;it can
numerous. As I have said, tho toilers he had bought fivo yoke of oxen and he
So it was with two merchantsIn New
Glsncos the broidery cannot miss!"
bank of the Belbeck, close to the tity, were of all classes and tho victims inwrite a constitution;it can marshal a
wanted 10 go and prove them. He had York. They were very antagonistic. host It is as appropriate to the as“Whisper! I hoar, though a breath replies!” but the ground presentedphysical ob- cluded several ladies of rauk and disno business to buy them uutll he knew They had done all they could to Injuro
tronomer as his telescope; to the chem“No one is looking— sweetheart, one klss!,,
stacles rendering the position untenable, tinction. Maria Ivanovna Papovna, a
what they wore. Besides that a man each other. They wore in the same line
so the Prince thought of occupying the daughter of Slajor General Ivan Popofl, who can own flvo yoke of oxen cau com- of business. On of the merchants was ist as his labrutory;to the mason as his
yCfoepoth a flush to her withered cheek,
plumblime; to the carpenter os his plane;
of the post road between the Bel- was killed by a splinter of a shell ; the
mand h!s own time. Besides that, ho convertedto God. Having boon con/ Murmurs her voice like a dreaming shell: east
to the child as his marbles; to the grandbcck and the Tchcrnaya, but here he Princess Schahovskaya was crippled for might b&vo yoked two of them together verted,he asked the Lord to teach him
father as his staff.
' **Lore,I am hero! C nstthon hear mo speak? failed again for tho same cause. It was
and driven them on tho way to the ban- how to bear himself toward that busilife, a stray bullet having struck her in
Living or dying, I love thee well!"
Religion Add* to One's Energiesthereforefinally decided to move to the the ankle, and Angelie, Leprandi, the quet, for locomotion was not as rapid ness antagonist, and he was Impressed
south of tho city and to this end the young and beautiful daughter of a lead- then as now. The man who gave the with the fact that It was his doty when
No time to bo religious boro! You
army crossed the Inkermann Causeway, ing Russian General, the victor of Bal- domestic, reason said he had got mar- a customer asked for a certain kind of have no time not to be religious. You
Grandmother’shair it whib as snow—
while the Taroutcuo regiment was de- aclava,while acting as leader of a gang ried. He ought to have taken his wife gcods which he had not, but which he might as well have no clerks in vour
Brown the curia which the g asses hide;
knew his opponent bad, to recommend store, no books in your library, no
tached to increase the garrison in the of sappcri,received a shell wound from with him.
Bent her form with its burdou slow—
The
fact was, they did not want to go
him to go to that store.
north fort.
compass on your ship, no rifle in tho
whicu she died about six months later.
A shattered pine troc-her lover died.
I supposn that Is about the hardest
battle, no hat for your head, np coat for
Assembling his officers,Admiral Korn- There was a laurel crown for each and “And they all with one consent began to
make excuse.” So now God spreads a thing the man could do, but being thor- your back, no shoes for your feeL Betiloff told them that the victoriousallies everyone, bnt in the case of too many ii
Margery, read the riddle plain 1
oughly
converted
to
God,
he
resolved
to
great banquet It is the gospel feast,
ter travel on toward eternity bareheaded
would probably advance on the north- was laid upon an untimely grave.
Bloopcth the lighter, or lif • or death?
and the table reaches across the hemis- do that very thing, and being aslfod for and barefooted and houseless and homeeast
and
force
the
Rusr.ian
fleet
to
retire.
Free, at love’scall, to their tryat again
[Valerian Gribayedoff, in Philadelphia pheres, and tho Invitationsgo out, and a certain kind of goods , which be had
less and friendlessthan to go through
He suggested the desperate alternative Press.
Flyibgonwings of an echoed breath!
multitudes come and sit down and drink not, ho said, “You go to such and such life without religion.
of
sailing
from
Sebastopol
harbor
to
at—[Mary A. P. Stan -bury, in New EnglandMagout of the chalicesof God’s love, while a store, and you will get IL” After
Did religion make Raleigh any less of
tack the allied fleet at Cape Loukoul,
other multitudesdecline coming— the awhile merchant No. 2 found these cus- a statesman,or Havelock any less of a
ariM.
Ql'EKR
THINGS
PEOPLE
BELIEVE
and if the attack proved unsuccessful,
ono giving tbls apology and the other tomers coming, so sent, and he found soldier, or Grlnuell any less of a merthey were to grapple with the enemy and
giving that apology. “And they all with also that merchant No. 1 had been chant, or West any less of a painter?
blow up their own vessels alongside Here are some of tho superstitions ono consent began to make excuse." I brought to God, and ho sought the same Religion Is tho best security in every
those of the former. The allied armies which are still believed by thousands in propose this morning, so far as God may religion. Now they are good friends bargain.It Is the sweetest note In every
help me, to examine the apologieswhich and good neighbors,ihe grace of God en- song; it is the brightest gem In every
would then, bereft of their naval sup- one part of the country or another:
men make for not entering tho Christian tirely changingtheir disposition.
That crystal is congealed ice.
A most interestingceremonyhas just port, easily peiish before the Russian
coronet. No time to be religious?Whv,
“Ob," says some one, "I have a rough, you will have to tako time to be sick, to
life.
That elephants have no joints.
taken place at 8ebastopol,the historic troops on Inna and the Russian fleet be
Religion Ha* Made a Record.
Jagged, impetuous nature, and religion be troubled, to die. Our world Is only
That the sun dances on Easter Day.
Russian fortress on the Black Sea. This extinguished in a blaze of glory, deliverApology the First— I am not sure there can'tdo anything for mo." Do you know tho wharf from which we are to embark
That a dead man weighs more than
was neithermore nor less than the un- ing the country.
that Martin Luther and Robert Newton for Heaven. No tlmo to secure the
Is anything valuable In the ChristianreliBut his officers did not take to Korni- when he was alive.
veiling of an obelisk on the very spot
and Richard Baxter were Impetuous, all friendship of Christ? No tlmo to buy a
That a kingfisher suspended by the gion. It is pleaded that there are so
where, thirty-sevenvears before, during loff’s plan and when the Admiral solicitmany ImpositionsIn this day— so many consuming natures, yet the grace of God lamp and trim It for that walk through
the crisis of the Crimean War, the wo- ed the aid of Menschikoff, the lattter re- beak indicates the direction of the wind.
things that seem to bo real are sham. A turned them into tho mightiest useful the darkness which otherwise will be II*
That a diamond is softened or broken
men of Sebastopol,answering the appeal plied with an order to sink seven ships
glided outside may have a hollow Inside. ness? Oh, how many who have been lilminod only by the whiteness of tbo
at
the
entrauce
to
the
Roads
to
bar
any
by
goat's
blood.
of the gallant old sailor,Admiral KorThere is so much quackery In physics, pugnacious and hard to please, and tombstones? No tlmo to educate the
That a man has one rib less than a in ethics, in politics, that men come to Irascible and more bothered about the
niloff,assembled en masse to join iu the hostile fleet. Korniloff sadly complied
eye for heavenly splendors,or tho hand
defense of their native city. It was an with this order, issuing instructions ac- woman.
tho habit of Incredulity, and after awhile mote In their neighbor'seye than about for choral harps, or the ear for everlastThat the tenth wave at sea is the great- they allow that incredulity 10 collide tho beam like ship timber In their own
assemblage that knew no distinctionof cordingly.The five oldest line of battle
ing songs, or tho soul for honor, glory,
eye, have been entirely changed by tho and Immortality?Ono would think we
rank or social station, comprisingthe ship, and the two oldest frigates were est and most dangerous.
with our holy religion.
grace
of
God
and
have
found
out
that
That purslane in a bed prevents visBut, my friends, I think religion has
daughter of the boyard and the child of the those selectedfor the work#of premature
had time for nothing else.
made a pretty good record In the world. "godliness Is profitable for the life that
humblest citizen, who cheerfullyjoined destructionand ten others were moored ions.
Now, I do not give any dolefulview of
How many wounds It has salved; how now Is as well as for tho life which Is to this life. There Is nothing In mv nature,
That a coffin nail on the throshhold of
in the sacred task of* preserving their on the south side of the Roads to cover
many pillarsof fire It has lifted in the come.”
hearths and homes from the grasp of an the north side with their guns when the a chamber keeps away phantoms.
nothing In the grace of God, that tends
Tli* IinpetuonaApoatle.
That to tread ou raoonwartloosens midnight wilderness;how many simoon
toward a doleful view of human life. I
alien foe. These heroic women erected enemy should appear iu that direction.
Peter, with nature as tempestuousas
struck Saharfle It hath turned Into the
have not much sympathy with Addison's
with their own hands what was known All the other vessels except tho steamers horse’s shoes.
gardens of the Lord; how it hath stilled the sea that he once tried to walk, at descriptionof the “Vision of Mlrzo,”
That rue prevents witchcraft.
as the Maidens' Redodbt, a fortification were placed in the 8outh Bay then to be
the chopped sea; what rosy light it hath one look of Christ went out and wept where he representshuman life as teing
That a bay leaf is a preservative
which performed most effective work in sunk should the fortune of war decree
sent streaming through the rift of the bitterly. Rich harvestsof grace may a bridge of a hundred arches,and both
resistingthe besieging armies and suc- that the city and harbor must be yielded against thunder.
storm cloud wreck; what pools of cool grow on the tiptop of the lagged sleep, ends of the bridge covered with clouds,
That a handful of asmirt causes ahorse
ceeded in inflicting serious damage upon to the enemy.
water It hath gathered for thirsty Hagar and flocks of Christiangraces mav And
Late in the afternoon ot the 21st of to carry his rider easily if put under the and Ishmael; what manna wtilter than pasturage In Holds of bramble and rock. and the race coming on, the most of
them.
them falling down through the first Fpan
The picturesque and touching , cpre- September the orders were carried out. saddle.
coriander seed It hath dropped all around Though your disposition may be all and nil of them tailing down through
That docks boiled with the toughest the camp of hardly bestead pilgrims; a-bristle with fretfulness,though you the last span. It Is a very dismal picmooy was under the chief direction of Tho sad processionof tho doomed vessels
Rear Admiral Norbutt, commander of moved to the passage of the channel at meat would make it tender.
what promises it bath sent out like holy have a temper a-gleam with quick Bkht- ture, 1 have not much sympathy with
That if it rains on St. Swith in’s day it watchers to keep the lamps burning nlngs, though your avarice be like that the Spanish proverb which says, “Tho
the Fleet at Sebastopol,and of the Gov- the mouth of the Roads between the
ernor of the city. Admiral Narbutt, Alexander and Constantine butteries ; and will rain more or less for forty succeed- around deathbeds; through the darkness of the horse leech, crying, ‘Give!’’ though sky Is good, and tho earth Is good— that
that lowers into tho sepulcher, wh&t I damnable Impuritieshave wrapped you which is bad is between the earth and
who is also a member of the board of the the other craft took up position along ing days.
In all consuming fire, God can drive that
That when ono of a family dies, the flashes of resurrectionmorn!
celebrated Military and Naval Mhscum, the shore. The array of ships at the entho sky.”
Besides that this religion has made so devil out of your soul, and over tho chaos
first suggested the idea of erecting the trance to the channel impressed the bees will undergo some calamity if not
But while wo as Christian people are
many heroes. It brought Summertiold, and the darkness Ho can say, “Let there bound tc take a cheerful view of life we
memorial, and when the matter was fa- enemy with the notion that the Russians informed of the death.
bo light.”
the
Methodist,
across
the
Atlantic
Ocean
That some remedies ought to be apvorably decided, the necessary prepara- were about to give battle, and in view of
must also confess that [Ife Is a great unwith his silver trumpet to blow the acConverting grace has lifted the drunkcertainty, and that man who says, “I
tions were entrustedto him to be carried a possible attack Korniloffdeferred the plied three, seven or nine times.
ceptable year of the Lord until it seemed ard from tho ditch, and snatched the
landing of the artilleryfrom the ships
can’t become a Christian because there
That the seventh son of a seventh son
on under the auspices of the Museum.
as if all our American cities would take knile from the hand of the assassin,and
Is time enough yeU " is running a risk
about
to
be
sunk,
but
at
0
p.
m.,
the
la
a
genius,
or
that
he
can
heal
scrofulThe monument itself is of dark Crithe kingdom of Heaven by violence. It the false keys from tho burglar, and
Infinite. You do not perhaps realize tho
mean granite. In design it is a tine signal to carry out the order to sink the ous persons by the touch.
sent Jehudl Ashman into Africa alone, In tho pestiferous lanes of the city
That the head of a malefactor exposed in a continent of naked barbarians, to met the d&ughtir of sin under tho dim (act that this descendinggrade of sin
obelisk.Upon one side of the base is vessels was given by the raising of the
the following inscription: “Hero was nationalcolors above the city. All night on the highway renders the person lie- lift the standard of civilizationand lamplight and scatteredher sorrow and gets steeper and steeper,and that you
are gathering up a rush and velocity
situated Sebastopol’sMaidens’ Redoubt.” work was necessary to effect the re- fore whom it is held unable to move if it Christianity.It made John Milton her guilt with the words, "Thy slus arc
whico after awhile may not answer uv
moval
of
the
material
from
the
ships
Below this arc the words; “This earthis duly prepared.
among poets, Raphael among painters, forgiven— go and sin no more." For the brakes. Ob, mv friends,
net
work was thrown up by the women of and wondeiful activity was displayed
That sheep should be shorn and pigs ChristopherWren among architects, scarlet sin a scarlet atonement
among those who give tl/bir whole life
so
that
by
daybreak
on
September
3,
Tborwaldsen
among
sculptors,
Handel
Other
persons
apologize
for
not
enterthe city in 1854.” The obelisk faces the
killed when the moon is at the foil.
to the world and then give their corpse
among musicians.Dupont among military ing the Christianlife because of the in- to God.
school built by General Menkoff, in five ships slowly disappeared under the
That peas and beans should be sown
commanders;and to give now wings to consistenciesof those wno profess rememory of the siege, and devoted to the waves.
when it is on the wane.
It docs not seem fair while our pulses
A patheticoccurrence marked the deeducation of the children of Sebastoijol’s
That an artery goes from the wedding tho Imagination, and better balance to ligion. There are thousands of poor are in full play of hoaltb that wo serve
the
Judgment,
and
more
determination
farmers.
They
do
not
know
the
nature
defenders.Attached to the school is a struction of the Tri Sviatitelia, a line- ring finger to the heart.
ourselves and serve the world and then
of-battlc ship, which refused to sink alHome for Aged Soldiers.
That spirits are detected by candles to the will, and greater usefulness ttfthe of soil nor tho proper rotationof crops. make God at last tbe present of a coffin.
life, and grander nobility to the soul, Their corn is shorter in the stalk and
The great hall of the Menkoff School though the water poured through the burning with a bluish light.
there Is nothing In all tho earth like our I smaller In the ear. They have 10 less It does not seepi right that we run our
was prepared for the reception of the breaches purposely made in her titnbers.
That a piece of tallow near the flame
bushels to the acre than their neighbors. ship from coast to coast carrying cargoes
Christianreligion.
children, mostly grandchildren of the At last the “Gromonossetz”was directed betokens death to one of a family.
But
who declines being a farmer because for ourselves and then when tho ship is
Wore They all DeoelvedT
crushed on tbe rocks give to God the
women who built the redoubt. A great to fire into her; the gallant sailorsobeyed
That the howling of dogs portends a
there are so many poor farmers?
Nothing in religion! Why, then, all
concourse filledthe immense chamber to aftd watched the operation with full death.
There arc thousands of incompetent shivered timbers. It Is a great thing for
hear the Metropolitan,who, with a num- hearts. When the water finally closed
That to kill a snider, or to kill a those Christianswere deceived, when In merchants. They buy at the wrong time. a man on his dying pillow to repenttheir dying moment they thought they , Tbey KOl choatod ln the w|0 of ^dr better that than never at all. but how
ber of assistantchurchmeu,was present over the grand old ship, the rugged tars unake, is unlucky.— ( Yankee Blade.
saw tbo castles of tho blessed, and your goods. Every bale of goods Is to them much better, how much more generous,
to deliveran orationand pronounce the actually wept.
child, that with unutterable agony you a balo of disaster. Tbey Jail after awhile It would have been If he had repented
benediction.By the time the service MeanwhileTodleben had energetically
SonietlalDgBig In Sausages.
put away into the grave, von will never and go out of business But whodecllnes 50 vears before! Mv friends, you will
was well under way the scene became pushed the fortifications on the south
see him again nor hear his sweet voice to be a merchant because there are so never got over these procrastinations.
impressivelyinteresting, the large num- side of Sebastopol, covering it with field
nor feci the throb of his young heart? many Incompetentmerchants?There
Now lx Ihe Proper Time.
In former times U was the custom in
ber of young persons dressed in holiday works near the Bastion du Mat. This
There is nothing In religion! Sickness- are thousands of poor lawyers. They
garb listening reverentlyto the words of battery was armed with seventeen guns. many German towns to manufacture
Here Is a delusion.People think, “I
will come upon you. Roll and turn on
cannot draw a declaration that will
the distinguished cleric who stood upon All that the brave defendersaccom- sausages of enormous length, and carry
your pillow. No relief. The medicine stand the test They cannot recover can go on In sin and worldllness, but
a dais robed in the rich and picturesque plished was done at the cost of the them on festive occasionsin solemn pro- may be bitter, tho night may be dark,
after awhile I will repent, and then it
vestments of the Greek Church, while greatest self-sacrifice and most unceas- cession through fhc streets. On New the pain miy bo sharp. No relief. Christ just damages. They cannot help a de- will bo as though I had come at the very
fendant escape from the Injustice of his
start” That Is a delusion. No one ever
near him were grouped the more promi- ing toil. There was no time to construct Year’s Day in 1558 a giant sausage 198 never comes to the sickroom. Let the
persecutors.They are the worst evigets fully over procrastination. If you
nent lay members of the Committeeof anything but the earth works, and the con- ells in length was carried in triumph by pain stab. Let the fever burn. Curse
dence against any case in which they are
give your soul to God some other time
victs from the jails were pressed into forty-eight persons. But in the year it and die. There is nothing In religion!
Arrangemeats.
retained. But who declinesto bo a lawAfter awhile death whl come. You yer because there are so many incompo- than this, you will enter Heaven with
1583 it took ninety-one persons to carry
Followingthe Metropolitan’s oration service.
only half the capacity foi' enjoyment
The allies had arrived on September a sausage 5!)8 ells long and weighing 484 will hear the pawing of the pale borsq tent lawyers?
* came the singing of the memorial hymn
r
and knowledge you might have had.
iu which several hundred juvenile voices 27, and the besieged garriron were in IKmnds. The chronicles of the period on the threshold. The spirit will bo
Yet there are ten of thousands of peo- There will be heights of blessed neu you
joined and maov jicrsons were moved to hourly dread of au attack, knowing the says: “The luitchers’ men were all neatly breaking away from tne body, and It ple who decline being religiousbecause
might have attainedyou will never
will take flight — - whither, whither?
tears as the childrensang what was weak defenses would succumb in any attired in white blouses. The tint raau
There Is no God, no ministering angels there are so many unworthy Christians. reach; thrones of glory on which you
really a [Mean of praise to tho heroines of determined assault. They were, besides, wound one end of the sausage several
Now, I sav It is Illogical.Poor lawyers might have been seated, but which you
to conduct, no Christ, no Heaven, no
the siege. Many of the latter were act- uow deprived of the presence of Menschi- tjmes round his neck with a portion of it
home. ; Nothing In religion! Oh, you are nothing against jurisprudence,poor will never climb.
ually present; othe-s-— not a few— had koff's army, which vacated the position hanging down in front, the rest followed are not willing to adopt such a dismal physiciansare nothing against xedlclno,
’ Wo will never get over procrastinasouth of the city and proceeded eastward at equal distancescarrying the trophy theory. And yet the world Is tull of poor fanners ore nothing agatnft agrisuccumbed to the hand of time.
tion, neither In time nor In eterntty.We
The general proceedings which marked to Baktchiscnii. The allies, following on their shoulders,and the last one nai skeptics. And let mo sav there Is no culture, and mean, contemptiblepro- have started on a march from which
the unveiling of the memorial were in in the wake of the Russians, crossedthe the other end wound round his neck like class ot people for whom I have a fessors of religion are nothing against there Is no retreat. The shadows of
our gloriousChristianity.
the nature of a gala celebration. The point where tho latter turned to the east, the man at the head cf the procession.” warmer sympathy than for skeptics. We
eternity gather on oar pathway. How
The Wild Fancies of Skepticism.
children of the town marched in proces- thus menacing the southern side. They In the year 1601 we are told that the do not know bow to treat them. We deinsignificant Is time compared with the
Sometimesyou have txfon rl. Ing along vast eternity! I was thinking of this
sion, dressed in white and bearing also threw up batteries there, forcing the sausage attained n length of 1,005 ells, ride them, we caricaturethem. Wo, inbranches of laurel. The entire garrison Russian war vessels to leave. The nosition 180 of which were presented to their stead of taking them by the soft band of on a Summer night by a swamp, and you while comlnn down over the Alleghany
turned out with bands and banners; of the besieged was not a reassuringone, Serene Uighnessesat tho castle. AU Christian love, clutch them with the have seen lights that kindled over de- mountalns-at noon by that wonderful
cayed vegetation— lights which are called place which yon have all heard described
there was a church parade, the priests with their comparatively small garrison this happened in Konigsbarg. In 1613 iron pinchers of ecclesiastlcism.
Ob, If you knew bow those men had Jack-o’-lantern or wlll-o’-the-wlsp. These as the Horseshoe,a depression In tbe
chanting a memorial hymn, and the and weak defenses beyond which at | the Emperor Matthias regaled the Princes
fallen »way from Christianity and be- lights are merely poisonous,miasmata. side of tbo mountain where the train
proudest and highest of the citizens' distance of some three miles lay in- of the House of Austria .with a tournacome skoullcs you would not be so My friends, on your way to Heaven you almost turns back again upon Itself,and
inarched in line on foot. Sebastopol,in trenched on invading army of 00,030 ment, at which the butcher* of Vtea
rongh on thorn! Some were brought op will want a better light than the will-o'- you see how appropriate is the descripgave
a
representation
of
a
peasant's
wed
men,
rendered
confident
through
recent
short, was en fete and for severalday»
in homes where religion was overdone. wisps which dance on tbo rotten charac- tion ot tbe Horseshoe,and thinking on
ding, and paraded tho streets with a
gave herselfup to feastingand rejoicing. cesses in the field.
The most wretcheddavintho week was ter of dead Christians. Exudations from this very theme and preparing this very
No one present remembered anything The voice ot the brave Korniloff had sausage measuring 999 ells. — [Duisburger Sunday Rolfkton was driven into them poisonous trees In our neighbor’sgarden sermon It seemed to me as if the great
equalling the celebrationin spontaneous been heard making a cheery call on the Zeituug.
with a trip hammer. They had a sur- \ will make a very poor balm for our courser of eternity speeding' along had
citizens of the leagucred town rto eld in
cnthuaUsinsmd unanimity of
felt of prayer meetings. They were ; wounds.
Just xtrnck the mountain with one hoof
An Eagle Bides a Colt.
But it is only fair to add that tfce object the manual labor on the defences.The
stuffed and choked with eatochlsmaL
Sickness will come, and we will be and gone on Into Illimitablespace. So
Tbey were told by their parents that pushed out toward the Bed 8ea which short is time, so insignificant hi earth,
ilBcIf- was one well calculatedto arouse response, immediate and enthusiastic,
tbey were tho worst children that ever dividesthis world from the next, and not compared with tbo vast eternity!
tbo deepest patrioticfeeling. It was a was mainly notable for the noble manner
The other morning, says the Spring- lived locausothey.llked to ride down hill the Inconstttencyof ChrlsUact, but the
This morning voices roll down tbe
tribute to Russian womanhoodand inci- in which the women of Sebastopoljoined
field (Oregon) Messenger;an eagle was tetter than to read “Pilgrim’sProgress.”; tod of faith will wave back the waters sky, and all the worlds Oof light are
dentally a tribute to the womanhood of In it Casting aside all other considerations, rememberingonly the peril of their seen dfscabding in a lowering circle Tbey never heard their parents talk of as a commander wheels his best. The toady to rejoice at your (flsenthraliment
the world.
The tale of the long siege of Sebasto- city, deaf to all save tho calls of daty, above Kelly Butte. When within 100 religion but with the corners of their judgment will come, with its thunder- Rush not into the presenceof tbe jKlug
feet from the ground, it swooped down mouths drawn down and the eyes rolled shod solemnities,attended by barsting ragged with sin when yon may have this
pol by the allied armies of France and these undaunted emulators of the heromountains and the deep laugh of earth- robe of righteousness. Dash not yoar
on the back of a yearling colt. The oolt upEngland, and which furnished the oc- ine of Saragosa stood forth to defend the
Others went into skepticism through quakes, and suns will fly before the feel foot to pieces against the throne of a
started down the hill at a rapid rate,
sacred
soil
of
Fatherland.
Seizing
pick
casion for this display of female heroism
with the eagle clinging to his bock. maltreatment on the part of sdm* who of God like sparks from the anvil; and crucified Christ. Throw not your crown
Is a wonderful chapter of history.. In and shovel,they threw themselves into
professed religion.There Is a man who ten thousand burning worlds shall blase of life off the battlements.Ail the
the work witfl an energy that knew no After on apparently enjoyable ride of says, “My partner in business was volu- like banners in tbo track of God omnipot- scribes of God are this moment ready
r, 1854, the allies were marching on Sebastopol from the European ; fatigue, laboringnight and day with about fifty yards, the eagle rote and ble In prayer meeting, and he was offi- ent Ob, then we will not stop and say. with volumes of living light to record
circled up beyond the clouds.
ride, flushed wit n tha victory they had i superhuman effort. Repo* was sought
dons In all religious circles,but he ‘‘There was a mean Christian;there w|ts the news df your soul emancipated.
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OUR FLAG GOES

DOWR

MONARCHY'S COLORS FLOAT
OVKR HAWAII.

r In the United State* there were
toaualadaaaa Blovat Paralyses
.printed In 1680. 810 German papers. 26
the Annflxatlanlats by Ordering the Vie*
French, 19 Scandinavian,16 fipanlah,t
Heeled Dove end tba Saameu Book to
Italian, 2 Polish, and 1 la Portogoeae,
Thehr VooeoL
Chinese, and Cherokee.
Tha ProteotoreteDUaolred.
Honololn advices steamer to San
Franciscosay that Commissioner
Blount's arrival was a wet blanket for
the provisional gov-

monrof wofMAWho
have been made woU
and strong by Dr.
Plcreeni Favorite
Prescription.
that's made

'•

_
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Ing and molding," writes one. "Less
than an hour from dry flour to the most
perfect loaf of bread I ever. saw," writes
another. "Fresh bread every day,”
says another, "and that the lightest,
finest,

and moat wholesome,la some-

took place April 1,
and was marked by
uisistsh snVzxi brief and gjmnlC oeremontes. On his arrival in Honolulu tha United Stetse
Commissionerheld two eadlanoes with
the provisional. government,at the first
of which Blount presented a letter from
President Cleveland* IntrodqtdM Abe

.

Royal la derived from the pure grape

or bladder, termlnatea In Bright'adlaeaaa,diabetes and cystitis. Tba flirt two not only intempt ths functions of tha ranal, organa, bnt
destroy their structure with aa much certainty

acid.

The great value of this bread arlaes
from tha fact that in It art preserved
all the moat nutritive elements of the
flour, some of which are decomposed
and destroyed by the action of yeast
The loss of these properties Is what
makes fresh yeast bread unwholesome.
that afflict womankind, the "Favorite
The use of Royal Baking Powder InPrescription” Is the only ffuaurntni
•tead of yeast is found to make a finer,
remedy.
(Dole, Blount saUAhat thetoUow* lighter bread, devoid of all dyspeptic
It oivaf have been the medicinefor ngdigr he would lower the American qualities. The same gae— carbonlo— la
most women, or It couldn’t be sold oe
produced as where yeast Is used, but It Is
any such terms.
evolved from the baking powder itself
and not from the flour. Thereby the
• Isn't it likely to be the medicinetot
rasitbat^he irented to put thl bread is made more wholesome and
jfOM f Sold by druggists everywhere*
nal government on a plane of actually anti-dyspeptic.
The greater
ndependenoe,so that in his dealings convenience, where a batch of the finest
with It there should be no Imputation of bread can be made and baked in less
coercion.
than an hour, with no danger of a four
r rTho Provisional leaders were badly
or heavy loaf, must be appreciated by
surpflMd. but they spent the night In every one.
drlulng their troops and preparing for
The receipt for making thla bread Is
any uprisingthat m]ght follow the withTh» Kkkopa# ledlaa BsmadlosFend i irawal of’ the marines and blue Jackets, herewith given, and housekeeperswill
do well to out It out and preserve it.
to ba laralnable el e Famous Mow
(lie streets were full of rumors that
To make one loaf— One quart flour, 1
Baftatd Piopafetory i«booU-Th*lf
Blount proposed to restore the Queen, teaspoonful salt, half a teaspoonful
Via U Always Favad to ba ^
and these wll'l tales created Intense sugar, 2 heaping tesspoonfuls Royal
excitement among the natives. The Baking Powder, half medium-sitedcold
Tha Sisters of Queen haetily summoned her followers, boiled potato, and water. 81ft together
and the report was given out thet the
Mercy who condnct moment the American colors were low- thoroughly flour, salt, sugar, and baking powder; rub In the potato; add sufthe St Augustine’s
ered she would ask the Japanese to de- ficient water to mix smoothly and rappreparatory Board- clare a protectorate. These rumors^ idly into* stiff batter, about as soft as
however,proved unfounded.The morn- for poundcake;about a pint of water to
ing School at Harting of April 1 a great crowd assembled a quart of flour will be required— more
ford, Conn., write
In front of the Government buildings. or lees according to ths brand and
fret they find the
The full force of the Provisional army quality of the flour used. Do not make
Klckapoo Indian Bemedles Invaluable was gathered. At the command from a stiff dough, like yeast bread. Pour
Blounts bugler gave the signal and the batter Into a greased pan, 4)x8
to them In caring for the health of the
the American colors came down. The Inches, and 4 inches deep, filling about
scholars under their charge. 'Kick- descent of the flag was watched In deep
half full The loaf will rise to fill the
apoo Indian Sagwa, Klckapoo Indian silence. Then the Hawaiian flag was pan when baked. Bake In very hot oven
Oil andKickapooIndian Cough Cure"
45 minutes, placing paper over first 15
minutes baking, to prevent crusting too
they say, “have boon used here with

an Invigorating,restorative tonic, soothingeordlaL and
[bracing nervine; purely vegetable,non'alcohoucLand perfectly harmless. For
all the functional derangement*, painful disorders,and chronic weaknesses

dosen toothpicks after each meal, when
each Individualamong them must know.
If he thinks about It, that he won't
more than half use one of them. But
with most of them it U merely e matter
of habit. They fell.lnto It originally,II
suppose, by yielding to the idea that it
Is true economy
onomy to
to help
h
yourself liberally to what doesn't cost anythin g. i
oft m wonder what they do with all the
toothpicks they Uke away. Some people con tract a habit of chewing toothpicks. It would be far better for them
It they chewed tobacco, or even gum,
for the fiber of the wood often lodgee in
the throat or geU into some pleoe of
Internalmachinery, where it plays the
mischief."

thing to live for. " "We rellah the bread
better than the old kind." "It la ahead
of any yeast bread I ever baked." "The
bread was whiter and softer."."Best of
ernment, but his pro- all." writes an enthusiastic housewife.
cedure has paralysed
"We can eat the Royal unfermented
the leaders as well ae
bread when freshly baked, or even when
Minister Stevens. By warm, with perfect Impunity. It le acBlount's order the tually an anti-dyspetio.”
American flag was
"This bread has a 'nutty* taste that Is
hauled down and the peculiarly pleasing," writes still anFall of Parti
protectoratedis- other. This la owing to the fact that Are thMo dliortUra which, begtamin*with an
solved. This event the active gas-producing principle of the apparently trivial Inactivity of tha klndnaya

voiummb corau sjnrgiTniy

It's e medicine
Mpedallr
to btdld op womens
strength and to erne
womens aliments—

Tka Kaw Brae*.
BHrsva^Mto.
The favor with which the new breed,
•It le a peculiar
observed a
Ur fact,"
fact." ob*
made with Royal Baking Powder instead cashier of a popular restaurant,"that
of yeast, has been received by our best most people help thekselveeto half a

aa tubercular consumption does that of the
lungs. HostettePaBtomachBitters la an sxoellent diuretic, promoting the activity of
these organs without over exciting them, thus
averting ths deadly matadtaa ti which their

Inactionla ao prone to culminate.The removal from the blood of Impurities which the
kidneys should, but do not, when tasotlTe

m

secrete, la

comparablemedicated stimulantand depurent. The Bitten le, in all eoaaa, too. a Una
restorativeof vigor and aid to digestion,remedies malarial disease, and banishes liver
complaint and const! nation.
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moat

the

simple remedies of the Indian race deserxe the xoldest possible recognition,
is

Not

always beneficial."The

Klckapoo Indian Remedies,
Klckapoo Indian Cough Curs,
Klckapoo Indian Oil,
Klckapoo Indian Bales,
Klckapoo Indian Worm Killer

and
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with Pastes,Enamels, tad Faints ; which
stain the hands, injure the Iren, and bun
red. The Rising Bun Stove Polish Is Brilllant, Odorless, and Durable. Rachptokaga
contains six ounces; when moistened will
make several boxes of Piste Polish.
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every objectionablesubstance.
Syrup of Tigris for sale by all druggists In 50c suu $1 bottles, but Uii ma*>:
ufactured by the CaliforniaFig Syrup
Oo. only, whose nape Is printedon
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
and being well Informed, you will not
accept any substituteif offered.
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strength of Cocoa mixed
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met with the approval of the medical
profession, because it sets on the Kidneys, Liver and Bowels without weak*
ening them and It la perfectly f«0 from

other remedies without success, I

.

PHI

It has

for fully twenty-five years. Having tried

1 oannot spook in too favorable toms of the
rood ekrtUlosM Hood's tertpsxOU. I
World's Fair rates and conditions for
bod a ted ooogh fec aMfeMve yean.
the present Western Passenger Asso.MUfitof
Iter tUjb grip. I tried physicians,:
ciationterritory, the Missouri River beto Iks Bali
of Arkanoax brt all
ing the Western boundary, have been
e cdMoodSiSfMt*
adopted. In brief, they are as fol
Bast of the Missouri a rate of 10 per
cent, of double looale la the general
agreed basis on .ronnd-trlp tmte* In
no case shall this rate be less than 2
eente a mile, plus bridge and other arbltrarlea. Actual rttes shall be as fol
lows:

and p

throat

lombian Exposition.

andinA short

dispell

had been

rlttnlstefStevens, Com-

missioner Blodntahd Admiral Skerrett,
consulted over the matter and, It le
stated, agreed that Japanese Interference would be an aet of hoetillty to the
United States and that American interests demanded that such be repelled.

WORLD'S FAIR RATES
(the

the diplomatic corps ap-

Hood’s Cures

the

adapting the world’s best products to
thraecps of physical being, wUl attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellenceis due to its presenting
In the form most acceptable and pleae*
ant to the taste, the refreshingind truly
beneficialproperties of a perfect laxative: effectually cleansing ths system,

'

Beecher.

_

n™""

KNOWLEDGE

If so, to secure accommodationsand
save expense write to the De La Salle
Bureau of Informationand Accommodation, established under the auspices
of the Christian Bros, for the care and
pro’ection of strangers visiting the
World's Fair. Address De La Balls
Bureau of Informationand Accommodation. Wabash avenue and 35th street,

hoisted. It received no cheers, for parently holds an opinion of Amerleaus
everyone knew it was not the flag ths which will hardly be indorsed by the
new Government desired.
most insignificantof this great nation.
When asked by a newly arrived forHolds a Gonfrrenop.
Blount on April 3 had a conference eigner, anxious to gauge the social
with the provisional leaders, at which status of some one to whom he hod been
Introduced, If there was any difference
be assured them that neither Japan nor
In Americans, the diplomat replied:
any other power would be permitted to
land troops to menace the government "Oh, yes— some ate rich and some are
Since that there has been considerable not"
excitement, but nothing has occurred
WorthlMuTnuh.
to disturb the peace. The provisional
A lot of counterfeitsilver dollars
troops are amply sufficientto guard were recently discovered In an old field
against any attempts of the Hawailnns near Owensburg, Ky. They appeared
to upset the government It was ro- to have been buried there in the '50s,
manced by many with surprise that no though the dates of some of them were
demonstrationof any kind had been obscure.
made when the Hawaiian flag was
raised. It was afterward ascertained
that the queen had requested Eome of
her people to Instruct the natives to
make no der onstrationon the occasion.
That the royalists, In view of Mr.
After the Crip It Restores
Blount's first official act, which was unHealth and Strength.
accompaniedby any word of explanation
are greatly encouraged cannot be
denied. It is known thac Minister
Stevens ^as not informed of the Commissioner's Intention to lower the flag
and the provisional government had
ieea than twenty-four hours’ notice.
The chief danger apprehended Is that
of JapaneseInterference,either on be
half or at the application of Japanese
subjects,or the Hawatlans themselves.
Honolulu, always a town of rumors,
was startled ob the same Right on
which the proposed hauling down of the
start and. stripes became kntrim by a
report that the Queen anticipated such
actio* and Would apply to the captain
of thsrtopeheeeSniffer Manila for protection- against the provisional government ami aaeietanoe to Vestore her to

and first one and then another prep-!
aratiob was suggested to nretM
tried, but to no purpose. A jnend;
recommendedAugust Flower and
words cannot describe the admiration in which I hold it It has given
me a new lease of life, which before
.Bringscomfort and Improvementand was a bnrden. Its good onafitks
Ands to personal enjoymentwhen and wonderful merits should bemad*
rightly uaeo. The many, who live better than others and enjoy life more, with
le« expenditure,,by more promptly

Don’t mix

Ba'ce at once.

A member of

AIHH AKmON

_

41 1 have been afflicted with biliousness and constipation for fifteen years

Arc Too Coming to the World's FWrf

_

KIOKAPOO INDIAN SAQWA,
The Grandest Remedy of the Universe.
For the Stomach, Liver and Kidneys.

SktosiwlWOia— wHsalelM atafto oal
amvnlirfla alvaaM* atafw. W» at mm.
Ym win «• tto MMllMt dtov takte tto
tntim. felt by *«lm erayvfen. Migt
bittkbfOamtosaAIL*

with the Times.

tip

hardly lu the West one would
look for white people unacquainted
with railroadsand telegraphs, but Parson Quinn, the oldest settler In Garfield County, Wsehlngton, who went
there thirty- three years ago. taw a
railroad and took a ride on a train two
weeks ago for the first time in his life.
He has not been out of the State since
he entered it In apra'rle schooner.Two
or three slmllsr osaes have been noted
In the Northwest wltiiln the past few
It Is

to extinguish a oandle
without blowing or muffing It out: Take
a piece of thick copper wire colled in a
Ferfeot success requires the most spiral at the end. Fasten the other end
careful observance of all these details. to a wooden handle. Hold the wire so
The author of the receiptemphasizes that the coll will be around the flame
the statement that Royal Baking Pow- of the oandle. and very quickly it will
der only can be used because It Is the be extinguished. The copper, by its
only powder in which the Ingredients great conductivity,takes the heat away
are prepared so as to give that contin- from the flame and cools it so rapidly
uous action necessary to raise the that the temperxlurefalls below the
larger bread loaf.
point of ignitionand the light goes out
To every reader who will write the
result of her bread making from this reFor utrengthenlng
and clearing the voice,
ceipt to the Royal Baking Powder Com- use “BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES."—
pany, 106 Wall street, New York, that “1 have commended them to friends who
company wjll announce that they will were public speakers, and they have proved
send In return, free, a copy of a most extremely serviceable."— Bee. Henry Ward
_
practicalapd useful cook book, containing one thousand receipts for all kinds
A LorisviLTiE barber cuts hair with
of baking, cooking, etc. Mention this a razor more artistically than hi*s rivals
P*P«r.
with shears.

soon on top.
uith milk.

gratifyingresults. Thest

and their use

another beneficent effect of thla In-

MbWer”

ma.ahouldoM
not

IbJwv I

protests ths armumdo

1

{uaaMM 0rt-^,l#HART||A|li
I

OtCteaten Si, Nnr
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Our

New

Commlesioner of Another of ourold
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Schools.

.......

Bosnian Brothers.

He

THE

m

|

i

m

neigborsdledverv

''"'^^last

... vely* poor health and
Miss Cora M. Goodenow, school commissioner-elect of Ottawa County, will under the doctors care for some time,
but was improving of late, so much so
enter upon hef duties July 1. She was
that he was up to the city on the day
bom at Goodenow, Will Co.^Ill.,!July before his death. And so one more of
29, 1859, of Welch-Holland parentage. the veterans of the late war has passed
At the age of seven she moved with on and Joined the grand army of the

I-

y

dead. He came here from Indiana
her parents to this county, settling with his family soon after the war,
near B erlin where she still resides. when the country was new, and has
Her early school training was solely done his share toward improving and
under the chargd of her mother, who building up the Lake Shore. The
funeral services were held at the resiwas a devout Christianand a classic dence, on Monday, at two o’clock, and
scholar. Those strongly marked traits the remains deposited in the grounds
of character which are felt by all who of the Lake Shore cemetery associacome in contact with her are the re- tion.
Our enterprising neighbor, Mr. Van
sults of this training. At the age of
der Veere has his new residence well
18 she entered the teacher’s Held, under way.
teaching in district schools part of the
Another old veteran, Mr. Arnold Is
year, and attending school at Berlin very sick, and there is not much hope
the remainder of the time, until a first for his recovery.
Wm. West went as mate on the
grade certificatewas secured. As soon
BUT MAGIC WILL
schr. Alert, with Capt. Frank Haven.
as health would premitshe entered the
There must be. quite some sickness
BREAD
ValparaisoNormal, where her natural
hereabouts, as we see the doctor ridtalent and ambition secured for her the ing very often of late; mostly fever I
PREVENTa_0Y8PEP«IA.
honors with which she has graduated suppose.
in four of its courses. Since leaving Harry Chapman is again working
NO OJHfffl
Valparaisoshe has made mathematicsfor Mr. White of Fennville. He was OR
home on a visit last sabbath.
and language a specialty,taking Prof.
Art. Fox stepped in a wire nail, and
it: iltf Leavening
Olney’s full course In mathematics
It went nearly through his foot.
STRENGTH, PURITY,
and Prof. Holbrook’sfull course In
Later. The old man Arnold died AND
English. Not less than three times on Wednesday morning.
has she been engaged as teacher where
Bicklei’sink! Salve.
Hamilton.
man attemped but failed. Yet with
• The Best Salts In tha world for
her “hand of iron in a kid glove” she
A. J. Reeverts of Hope College will
Cute, Bruises, Soros, Ulcers. Salt
entered these schools, moulded the preach in the Presb. church next Sab- Rheum, Fever Sore, Tetter, Chapped
bath morning and evening.
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin
hopeless into manly men and womanly
”S'.v
Rev. A. H. Strabbing surprisedhis Eruptions, and positively cures Piles,
women, forming their characters and
congregationsomewhat last Sunday by or no pay required. It is guaranteed
laying out their life’s work. They announcing his acceptance of the Kal- to give perfect satisfaction, or money
are not few in number who can say, amazoo church. He will deliver his refunded. Price SS-centsjjer bo*. For
sale by Heber Walsh ^The Druggist. ’J
“she made our first efforts for us.” farewell sermon the 30J.h.
Mrs. L. Van Maurik. whose husband
Her students have instilled in them
died a few weeks ago, has become viothat fine sense of moral honor and
My wife was confined to her bed for
lently insane in consequenceof her bethoroughnessso characteristic of her. reavement and will be taken to the over two months with a very severe Bosman Brothers are the leading clothiers in Ottawa
attack of rheumatism. We Could get
them on a suit made to order? Bound to please.
Her school work has been her life’s asylum this week.
work so far. She was elected InspecBen. Brower and Dick TeRoller nothing that would afford her any
relief, and as a last resort gave Chamtor of Schools for several times in Tall- made a short visit with friends in
berlain’sPain Balm a trial. To our
town last Wednesday.
madge. In 1889 she was a member of
great surprise she began to improve
C. Ackersook and family have re- after the first application, and by using
the County Board of Examiners, which
turned from their winter home in Al- it regularly she was soon able to get
position she held for two years. While legan, and will stay and rusticate with
up and attend her house work. E. H.
on the Board of Examiners the teach- us during the hot summer months.
Johnson, of C. J. Knutson & Co., KenOur creamery is doing businesson sington Minn 50 cent bottles for sale
er who was true to himself and his vocation found her to be his staunch such a large scale, that they have by Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
thought it best to procure another
4*»
friend. Besides her experience as a
cream separator.
The more Chamberlain’sCough
district teacher for three years, she
Nick Andree, of late with Klomp- Remedy is used the beter it is liked.
was principal of the Lamont schools, arens & Brower has severed his con- We know of no other remedy that
and for the past five years has had nections with tnat firm to accept a po- always gives satisfaction. It* is good
sition in Holland, with Mr. Kofvoord. when you first catch cold. It is good
charge of the Berlin schools.
*
—
when your cold is seated and your
lungs are sore. It is good in any kind
In Memoriam.
NEIGHBORS.
of a cough. We have sold twenty-five
Whereas, It has pleased our Heav- dozen of it and every bottle has given
enly Father to remove from our midst satisfaction.Stedman & Friedman,
Port Sheldon.
our sister Mrs. Addle Best who in druggist, Minnesota Lake, Minn. 50
Our bridge is beginning to look as every relation of life commanded the cent bottles for sale by Heber Walsh,
respect of all.
if summer was coming again, by the
Holland Mich.
Kmlixd, that while we humbly subappearance of the annual crowd of
anglers with their rods and lines. The mit to the will of God we, the members of W. 0. T. IT. deeply sympathize
fish are beginning to bite good.
AND
MICHIGAN R»Y.
with her dear child and with the reSunday John Schroder was greeted latives who are so bereaved and pray,
Trains depart from Holland:
at his home by a bouncing boy.
that the Father of the fatherless will •When Baby wm rick, we gare her Carioria.
la.m. p.m.
If the 33 delinquentvoters had ex- will be the friend.
When she wm a Child, she cried (or Carioria.
For Chicago ........ | B 66 2 08 *1236
ercised the privileges this glorious
Resolved, that a copy of these resolu- When she became Mias, she clung to Carioria.
-1p.m. r»v
p.m. a.m.
country gives them, they would have tions
tos be
oe sem
sent io
to me
the mounting
mourning marelaGrand Rapids.. 2 50 e» f4* 4 25 9 3ft
When ahe had Children, ihq gave them Carioria.
p.m.
a.m.
gone to the polls on election day and lativos
Muskegon and a.m.
Livas, the local payers and be spread
0 30 9 40
Grand Haven.. •4 55 tt 35
voted. The fractionalpart of the on the minutes of the W. C. T. U.
Hart and Penttown would then have elected their
6 30
water ........... 4 55
Engineer and
Manistee and
ticket.
Will no doubt have
' •
4 25
Ludingtun ...... •: 4 56
many visitors this
Friend Ogden of the Lake Shore
4 25
Summer, on their
should have known better than to
The Hoosiers Want the Best.
Traverse
City..
!
4
56
4 25
take his new team out on that Satur- way to or from the great Fair. Should
Office and Shop on Seventh St., Hol“The people of
____
this vicinity
jV insist
in
Allegan and
day to the funeral. It was the first of we nottake pride in making our city
3 05
Toledo ..........
oni having Chamberlain’sCougi
Cough Remeland, Mich.
and
our
home
grounds
as
beautiful
as
April.
Charlevoix.Pedy, and do not want any other,” says
tosky and Bay
Wood cutting is about over and the possible?
View ............ ! 4 55
When you get ready to make your John V. Bishop, of Portland Mills, Infarmers are at their spring work.
diana. That is right. They know it
flower beds, call at the green house of
Mill and Engine Repairing
Trains Arrive at Holland.
The river is lower than it was for 13
to be superiorto any other for colds,
CHARLES S. DUTTON, on Eleventh and
ears. The new drains which have
as a preventive and cure for croup
ye:
p.m. p.m. a.m
street. You will find there a fine stock
Specialty.
jeen run into it last year, caused a
and why should the not insist upon From Chicago ...... 2 50 055 *4 5
be
of the best bedding plants.
a.m.
5 p.m. p.m.
swift current this spring.
having it? 50 cent bottles for sale by
“ Grand Rapids 055 2 08 *1235 6 30 0 35
6-1 m
A petition is in circulation to Rosts, (ieraninnis,Pansies, Verbenas, H. Walsh,
“ Muskegon and
p.m
a.m.
•1220 All Orders Promptly Attended to.
Grand Haven. 10 00 2 OS 3 05
change our present postmaster, not
('annas, Toberons rooted Begonias,
“
Manistee and p.m.
n.m.
for incompetencybut for political
Ludlngton-.. 2 08 a.m. 12 35
and all the desirable Annuals. See
reasons. The new applicant is Miss
“ Big Rapids.... 2 08 12 %
what
I have before you send away.
Ready and willing to meet
Gokey, daughter of the late George
Will order anything you need, if I do
12 M 2 08
Traverse City.
lit
Gokey. The present incumbent is
any party in consultation
Allegan and
not have it on hand. Orders for cut
Samuel Muraford,an old soldier.
Toledo ........
0 30
flowers filled. Plants sent safely by
" Pe oskey....
“1
. The fellow who has a net set down
relative to boilers,
Dealers in
mall post-paid. A large stock of Toby the sand hill “Old Baldy,” had
•Daily, other trains week days only.
mato plants.— CHAS. S. DUTTON.
engines and other
Wagner Palace Sleeping Oars on night
better take It up, as the people round
’ 12 1m.
trains to and from Chicago.
FRESH, SALT, AND SMOKED
here arc not going to faVor anyone,
Wagner Parlor Buffet Cars on day trains
Machinery.
but will serve all alike. We are bound
to and from Chicago.
Wanted!
Tickets to all points in the United States
to protect our fish under the new law.
and Canada. ConnectionsIn Union Station,
Pseudonym.
Two hundred ladies to buy jackees
Grand Rapids with the favorite.
and caps,
D. Bektsch.
I Holland, Mich., Feb. 18, ’92.
Olive.
Parties desiring
BUY
your goods at
Hail stoned of extraordinary size fell
LANSING do
R. R.
Henderson’s Clothing Store.
here during the storm last Friday.
Choice Steaks and Roasts
&.m.
p.m.
7 10
Measles are prevalent in the north- You will be satisfied that you get
L’v Grand Rapids ........
Are especiallyinvited to call.
7 15
Ar. Grand Ledge,. ....... H 46 243
western part of the town. Louis Be- value received, and that it is the place
908 306
7 47
to
save
money.
dell and Wm. Cole were the first vic8 56
10 02 356
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Bosnian Brothers.
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Clothing for
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Bosnian Brothers.
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convince those
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Market on River

Do you want to smoke a good union
Considerable sickness is reported of
late, especiallyamong the little ones. made cigar? If so, call for the West
A sort of a distemper seems to be going Michigan Cigar Co.’s famous brand.

DB

Kit

AKER

A

Street
DE KOSTER.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 8, 1892.

12-tf

the rounds.

The store at Olive Centre has virtuidly changed hands, and Edgar Welton
Children Cry for
and wife are now cateringto the public wants.
Pitcher’* Castorla.
Ed. Watson is building a new house
on the corner of what is known as the
Hive Yon Heard
Henry Jones place. Fred Nlvison is
the architect and builder. M. R. MerOf the latest arrivals at Notler &
ritt is building a large house on his Verschure’s?
place on the opposite corner.

10

35

For Sale

415

by G.

J..

Van

Dnren Eighth

Street Holland, Mich.

540 ....
ess; .....
7 10 .....
7 37 .....
9 00' .....

w

i.iu a. ui. runs luruugu
ueiruit wi
trier car Beats 25c.
1:85 p. im. end 5:40 p.m. run through to De>
trolt with Parlor car eeat* 25c.

I

GKO. DB HAVl»,ffiene^PeM*p^erAgeBt,

hand a Complete

have on

Of the constant additions of

Stock of

this season’s goods at

FOR SALE

BY

& Summer

Sprlflo

immense!
Spring and Summer Goods in abun-

Rev. C. W. Marshall preached at the
school house Sunday arternoon.

Shawls

i

Spring Jackets, different styles.
Cheaper than the cheapest.

Do you want to smoke a good union
meet- made cigar? If so, call for the West
Michigan Cigar Co.’s famous brand.

'

—

1

THE WELL KNOWN JEWELER.

^

Come and

UU'rieleua^d ‘diSSfdua itotto

•aid

firm

April

U,MlS^

Children Cry for
PltohoPo Castorla.

see my large assortment of

A FULL LINE OF

Gold and Silver Watches.

ELY GOODS.

_

MaJ. Noiris of Grand
nouu Rapids
JLVtt
is
gating, oiling, and finishing the inofUTe rMkkSoeo?*MrT 6g-

••'i

------

novel

Ool. Pelton has returned here, and
has taken up his abods at John Cochrane’s.

|

for the seasou.

and entertaining exercises at' Its
ing now. Come and see.
12-tf
The boys are having great sport
hunting wild geese on the Robinson
marsh these days. They say there
Chlldren Cry for CUEMILLE Table Cloths.
.are hundreds of them.
J. Vinkemulder & Co. will take Pltcher’e Castorla.
FASCINATORS from 25 ctd to 11.00
photographs of farm buildings, etc.,
LADIES’ VESTS from M cts. to 11.00
throughout the country this summer.
Dissolution Notion ..
Court Harrison waute a housekeeper.
WRITE WOOLEN BLANKETStmm
Any middle aged lady wishing a good
H.OO and upwards.
at the city of
home will do well to address him at
HANDKERCHIEFS, 6 for 25 cents.
Olive Centre^
Hemstitched.
wn name and aMumea all
TARNS, Saxony, Spanish and GerLake Shore.

:

..

It’s

Fletcher Bros, framed and raised it.

denV0

"j Detroit, ...» .......... 11 35 530
L'v GrandRaplds ......
7 30
Ar. Howard City,. ....... U 50
Ed more,.
9 36
10 30
Alma, .....
St. Louie,,
10 40
12 00
Saginaw,

rename and

p

Wm. Welling is moving the house
which he bought of E. O. Watson dant quantities.
Dress Goods.
across the road, on his own land.
Ginghams.
Klaas Timmerman has a new barn.

The Grange is having very

r«

mantown.

HOSIERY, a full assortment
CORSETS, all sizes and prices.
LADIES MITTENS, to nit aU.
flrrtfftrrUflawj Vamiloa VnnnliPk
-RroWTviva
oiiu ramiivo ouppirco.

fes:

fine selection of

Cloaks

An

of

line of

Capes

and

the latest styles.

assorted.line of

GoldRings,

m
H, J.

A

A complete

A

full line of

SILVER PLATED WARE,
Cronkrijht,

BARBER.
•

Mrs. M. BensGii.

OIooIsjs

Comer Eighth and Cedar st.

in the city.

Holland,Mleh., Mayl

Holland, Mich.

Examine our Stock.

The largest display of

Eighth street,one door .east of
Shop: Northp} DE KRAKER’8 PLACE. BTOBB—
• man Bros.

River Street, -

Gall and

8.

UM.

Boa

R'pne

door east of Opera House.

15-ly
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